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From the time that Metchnikoff and his school devel- 

oped the knowledge of the relationship of the leucocytes to 

immunity, little had been done in the study of phagocytosis 

outside the animal tissues. Limitations of techniaue had 

led to doubt being cast on the reliability of experiments 

carried out in vitro. Metchnikoff considered that one 

could not apply observations of the kind to the processes 

taking place in the body. 

To Leishman we are however indebted for bringing a pro- 

cess so to apply to the action of leucocytes in the pres- 

ence of micro-organisms that we can in mathematical terms 

estimate the capacity cf the white corpuscles in varying 

circumstances to engage in phagocytosis. ry the simple 

procedure of bringing together minute quantities of blood 

withdrawn freshly from the circulation in contact with a 

suspension of bacteria under suitable conditions of teme: 

attire, phagocytosis ensues in a greater or less degree an 

by making a smear film of the mixture at thh end of an ap- 

propriate time, one is enabled to calculate the amount of 

phagocytosis that ha.s taken place in terms of the number- of 

bacteria which are found to have been taken up into the 

bodies of a given number of leucocytes. by comparing the 

phagocytic capacity of a specimen blood with that of a 

known healthy individual's one obtains two figures 
which 
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are expressed as a fraction called by Teishman the Phago- 

cytic Index. 

iiright and Douglas have subsequently introduced impor- 

tant variations in the original technique of Leishman 

which attain the same end but present a new and important 

factor, namely the isolation of the leucocytes employed 

making the test. Theta claim that the variations in the 

phagocytic index depend in no way upon properties of the 

leucocytes, but only on the special characteristics od the 

serum. Accordingly leucocytes are obtained from any source 

either a healthy oran infected person and being washed free 

from the fluid part of the blood are found to have in them - 

selves no action, but on the addition of serum engage act - 

ively in phagocytosis. The source0 of the leucocytes has 

been found to - iirfluence the result in no -wag, variations 

in the index being solely dependent on the nature of the 

serum tested along with them. ùright considers theeefore 

that the blood -serum contains some substance which so acts 

as to induce phagocytosis. q.o this hypothetical substance 

he has.given the name of "opsonin ". The indek obtained by 

the application of the test he therefore calls the Gpsonic 

Index. Experiments have been carried out to show that the 

opsonic action is exerted on the bacteria themselves not 

on the leucocytes. 

Whichever method is employed it is.soon found that to 
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ensure reliable results is a matter beset with many diffi- 

culties of a technical nature. It is important that these 

should be studied with a view to simplifying and standar- 

dising as far as possible each zt.ep in the procedure in 

order not only to bring the .results within the limits: of 

sufficient accuracy, but also to admit of a more general 

adoution of a method of blood -examination which would seem 

to demand so prominent a place in clinical research work. 

It is proposed therefore in Section I to consider the 

subject of the technique of estimating the phagocytic index 

first by iieishman's method, secondly by Wright and Douglas' 

method, thirdly by méthods devised which are essentially 

modifications of Leishman's, and finally the points in 

technique relating generally to all these methods. 



SECTION I. 

4. 

TECHNIQUE. 

Leishmän,'s Method. 

This method is carried:out by drawing up 'in a measured 

cafillary pipette equal quantities of blood,.obtained from 

a skin prick, and a bouillon.culture of.the organism which 

it 'is desired to.test. The two .elements are then.blown out 

on a glass slide, and thoroughly mixed. A cover -slip is 

laid on the drop of mixture which fills out the space be- 

low. The preparation is thh n incubated for a short fer'iod 

of time. To prevent drying, the slide is laid on some form 

of support such as a couple of glass rods lying in a Petri - 

dish lined at the bcttom with wet blotting.paper. At the 

end of incubaticn the cover -slip is raised and slid along 

and off the slide so as to leave a smear film. ïwither th{ 

slide or the cover -slip may then be stained and examined..; 

The.process is essemtially a simple one and requires 

little special apparatus. the leucocytes whose phagocytic 

capacity is tested acting in their own.natural medium are 

provided by the healthy control person.and the patient 

separately. The bouillon bacterial suspension is similar 

in each case. variations-in the leucocytes a.rd the.blood- 

olasma if such exist are demonstrated by making.a count of 

the phagocytosis and comparing the results in each. 

As regards the procedure itself it has the merit of 1 

bein;; rapidly carried out with little preparation. It is 

apt however to be attended with numerous difficulties. 
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As the preparation has to be made at once before the blood 

can coagulate outside the body, it is necessary to have 

everything at hand close to the patient, which is obviously 

inconvenient unless in hospital work or when the patient 

can attend at the laboratory. Its usefulness is therefore 

considerably limited. In making the test the blood may 

coagulate especially if there is the least delay in mixing 

it with the bouillon or if the mixing is not complete en- 

ough. It is impossible to prevent entirely a drying of the 

blood at the edge of the cover -slip as it lies on the slide. 

It is necessary as a rule to add a drop of saline and scrape 

round the edge before the slip can be loosened. the dried 

blood ca: the slide prevents a smear being smoothly made. 

As a result the film is apt to be patchy, the leucocntes 

are so irregularly distributed ar to be on occasion tedi- 

ous to find or they are apt to be clumped together. Most 

troublesome of all is to ensure that the bodies of the 

leucocytes are so well spread out in the film that their 

contents are easily counted and not superimposed on the 

nuclei. Practice naturally dimini.a.es largely the diffi- 

culties, but still this, the original methcd of estima- 

ting the phagocytic index, has drawbacks which must pre- 

clude its universal adoption. 

Wright's Method, 

The essential features of this method are the s:epara- 

tio.r of the leucocytes from the blood and their mixture 

i.n turn with the blood -serum of the control person and of 

the patient, along with of course a suspension of the or- 
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ganism to be tested. 

The details of technique introduced by Wright and Doug- 

las I have not found to be wholly satisfactory in practice, 

and numeeous modifications have been adopted after repeated 

comparative tests. the importance of standardising every 

step in the process has been especially impressed on me as 

the only way of attaining uniformly accurate results. I 

propose therefore to describe ir detail the procedure 

which i now employ. 

The Opllegtion of the Mood Zerum_ This has to be obtained 

from a healthy person as control and from the patient whose 

index it is desired to test. It can be collected most eas- 

ily and witho.t pain from the lobe of the ear. The most 

convenient tGstrument for pricking the skin is a vaccinc- 

style which can be sterilised readily if necessary. H very 

slight stab is sufficient if the skin is first made hyper- 

aemic by rubbirg it with cotton -wool, and the skin can be 

squeezed freely as it is the serum which is required. Fo 

collect the blood Wright uses a glass capsule made by 

drawing out a piece of tubing in a flame aid putting a 

curve on one end as shown in Fig.1. The object of the 

curve is to suspend the capsule hooked over the lif of the 

centrifuge bucket. The glass at the curve is eery apt to 

break at this point and the curve makes the serum more 

troublesome to collect. (instead I use a straight capsule 

as shown in Fig.2. By making it of suitable length, it is 

easily picked out of the centrifuge. One end is made shor- 
ter and stouter 
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ter and stouter, the bottom end, the other end is drawn 

out more and cut off longer. The longer end is applied to 

the skin and if the capsule is held vertically the blood 

runs evenly down. When it is about half full the bottom 

(thick) end is heated slightly in a flame and sealed com- 

pletely. As the air here cools the blood is drawn down 

from the long end which is then in turn sealed without risk 

of scorching the blood which must be particularly avoided. 

It is desirable therefore always to hold the tube with the 

fingers between the blood column and the flame. When 

sealed and cool the conte.iits are shaken down into the thick 

end or drivén down by a few turns in a centrifuge if this 

is at hand . This ensures that all the surum collects 

above the clot in the body of the capsule. The specimens 

are probably obtained under varying circumstances, but it 

recommended that they should all be placed together before 

use in the incubator at blood -heat.for a short time to en- 

sure uniform clotting. he effect of variations in clot- 

ting upon the index is discussed later. 

To arrange the sera for use the best plan is to draw 

up a numbered list of the specimens to be examined at each 

time. The capsules are then set in 10" broad corks corr- 

espondingly numbered. +hese corks have a small punched 

out hole in the centre which is filled with yellow wax. 

Into this the capsule is pushed to hold it upright and 

there is little risk of its breaking or falling out. The 

upper neck of the capsule is nicked with a glass -scratch- 
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ing diamond, and the upper end snapped off at the moment it 

is required. Before use the sapsules should be thoroughly 

centrifuged so as to drive the clot down into the thick 

end, Leaving a clear layer of serum which can be used with- 

out disturbing the coagulum. 

The Ereeärätion of the L,eugocytes. As previously mentioned 

it has been shown by Wright and others that thi source of 

these whether from a healthy or infected person has no effect 

on the index. naturally they are in practice usually ta- 

ken from a healthy person. faking observations on 

the variations in index of two healthy control persons 

over a long period of time, it has not been found that the 

use of the leucocytes from one or other of the se made any 

important difference to the average of the indices. 

A piece of glass tubing about i inch internal diameter 

has one end sealed in a blowpipe flame. It is then cut 

about 4 inches long. A transverse mark is made with a file 

or diamond at a distance of 3 inches and again at St inches 

from the bottom. The tube is filled up to the 3 inch mark 

with the following solution : - 

Sodium Citrate 1 

Sodium Chloride....6.9 

Water to 100. 

The .ear or finger is pricked so that blood flows freely in 

to the tube which is held against the skin, till it reaches 

the St inch mark. between every few drops of blood the 

.tube is shaken up and down so as to mix the blood thorough- 

ly with the citrate -saline solution and prevent any clotting. 
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The mixture is then well centrifuged and this takes some 
motor 

time. An electr:cp.is almost a necessity. Centrifuging is 

complete when the red corpuscles are packed at the bottom 

and the supe.natant fluid,ellowish from admixture with 

plasma, is Suite clear and free from any turbidity. The 

white corpuscles form a very thin greyish layer on the sur- 

face of the erythrocytes. With a pipette drawn out at the 

end the supernatant fluid is carried off, great care being 

taken not to disturb the layer of leucocytes. A normal 

saline solution ( .9% sodium chloride) then replaces the 

citrate solution, filling the tube asbefore to the ô2 inch 

mark, and the corpuscles are well shaken up inuit. Centri- 

fuging is again carried out till the saline above is quite 

clear, and no longer. The second centrifuging iu the ab- 

sence of the more viscous serum takes only about half as 

long to complete. It is deiirable to determine accurately 

the minimum length of time required to finish each process 

and time subsequent preparations accordingly. If the cen- 

trifuging is continued longer it is fotnd that the leuco- 

cytes become gathered in toward the centre of the deposit 

and become clumped together, which makes them more diffi- 

cult to remove and is prejudicial to a good result. 

The saline in turn is pipetted off holding the point 

of the pipette against the side of the glass.just above the 

level of the deposit till it begins to rise up toward it. 

The pipette is withdrawn and a pipette uith a somewhat 

finer bore is then used to pick off the uppermost layer of 
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corpuscles bringing the whole mass of leucocytes with it. 

It is impossible and it would be undesirable to obtain the 

leucocytes quite free from red corpuscles. The corpuscles 

are blown out into a watch -glass in a heaped up drop and 

mixed uniformly by running them in and out of the pipette 

a few times. The glass is covered to pre-wnt evaporation. 

Preparation of thg Pueterial auspenstón_ The simplest way 

of obtaining this is to make use of a bouillon culture, 

which may be sterilised by heat. This however is not to 

be recommended. It usually contains a quantity of debris, 

but more important is the fact that in their growth most 

organisms tend to remain more or less inclumps. This mili- 

tates against obtaining a uniformly distributed suspension 

which is wished for. This tendency varies certainly with 

different organisms, some showing a marked auto-aggluti..ia- 

t ion, others growing in such firm masses that they cannot 

be distributed in the suspension. Again a bouillon culture 

contains such by- products as the bacteria may form and as 

I shall show later these may have a definite effect on the 

indek. 

These difficulties may be avoided by obtaining the 

bacterial bodies in a dried condition, washed free from 

culture medium. Either a solid or a fluid medium may be 

employed according to whichever girtes the most luxuriant 

growth. If a solid medium ii used the growth is gently 

rubbed off from the surface with a platinum loop into the 

condensation water. This is pipetted off, some saline is 

added to the tube to replace the condensation water and 
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this is repeated till all the growth is removed. The tur- 

bid fluid so obtained or the bouillon is sterilised by heat 

and then centrifuged till clear. +he supernatant fluid is 

then pipetted off entirely. To remove the bacterial deposit 

from the tube a small quantity of distilled water is added, 

the thick suspension is then placed in an agate mortar or 

porcelain basin and dried inthe hot oven. When quite dryit 

is loosened from the dish by very gentle rubbing with the 

pestle, and the powder so obtained is collected in a small 

.corked tube till used . A granular powder is thus the re- 

sult, free from extraneous matter, which is ground to a 

fine dust in an agate mortar thus efficiently disassocia- 

ting the bacterial clumps.- To a very minute quantity so 

ground a single drop of normal saline (.9 %) is added and the 

rubbing continued till a smooth paste is formed . Further 

saline is added to bring the suspension to a proper dilu- 

tion. In the case of tubercle the powder used for tubercu- 

lin preparation is obtainable on the market either dry or in 

a moist paste. In the latter case it may be found that the 

bacilli are very long and it is necessary to dry the magma 

and grind it thoroughly before use, otherwise the phagocy- 

tic count is very troublesome. 

The suspension prepared as described should be centri- 

fuged forthwith in0a small glass tube (see Fig.4) to free 

it from such minute clumps as inegitaply e.:cape the grind- 

ing process. With the centrifuging the fluid becomes clear- 

ler and it is continued till the proper density Èesults. 

his can only be learned by experience and the appeara-yctE 
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varies with different organisms; tubercle of suitable 

strength gives an opalescent fluid, while staphylococcus 

may be in suitable numbers in a fluid which appears almost 

quite clear. I think it is advisable to now Pipette off 

the supernatant fluid and place in a fresh clean tube 

ready for use, so ar to avoid any risk of taking up deposi- 

ted clumps. 

When finished with for the day the suspension may be 

placed in the hot oven at about 60° C for to 1 hour to 

sterilise it and subsequently sealed with sealing -wax or a 

cork, having first marked on the tpte the height of the 

fluid. if evaptraticn takes place, distilled water is add- 

ed up to the mark when the suspension is next used. 

some deposit to ms after long standing the suspension must 

be thoroughly mixed and this is best done by drawing it up 

repeatedly into a pipette. In this way it is possible ti 

keep a stock of suspension in use f cr some considerable 

.period which proves a great saving in time and trouble from 

making it up on each occasion, and it is possible to be fair - 

ly sure after a first trial of the strength of the suspen- 

sion which may then be diluted or thickened as required. 

Preparation of thePhagöcytié Mixture. We have now seen the 

processes of obtaining the three necessary elements, 1.the 

blood -serum, 2.the leucocytes, 2.thebacterial suspensi,cn. 

the process of mixing them next demands attention. For this 

purpose a pipette with capillary end is required. Wright 

devised the pipette shown in Fig.5, made by inserting a cap- 
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illary tube in the end of a pipette and securing it with 

sealing. -wax. More recently a simple piece of tubing out 

in a capillary termination is commonly employed. The 

pipette marked near the end is used for measuring the quan- 

tities of the elements.as well as for holding the mixture 

during the course of incubation. One is therefore required 

for each specimen. The pipettes are troublesome to make in 

quantity and rather cumbersome in use. They require each 

to be marked and as the capillary parts vary in calibte the 

total amount of mixture varies in each instance. This in 

itself is of little moment, as the proportions o# the ele- 

ments are the same, but it adds to the difficulties when 

making the films, ais, I shall show later. 

The method have devised and found the best is as fol- 

lows. A glass tube is drawn out as shown in Fig.6. The 

longer thin end should have a rather fine uniform bore for 

about an inch from the end, and the wall of the tnbe should 

be as thick as possible to lesse] risk of breakage. This 

is attained by having the glass very thoroughly melted be- 

fore it is drawn out. A teat is fitted on the Bricker end 

which is also slightly drawn out so as to restrict to some 

extent the air movements in the pipette and aid the regula- 

tion od the measuring. The pipette is marked with a.glass 

penbil at a suitable distance, Probably about half an inch, 

from the extremity. 

Equal portionr of the three elements are drawn up to 

the mark leaving a minute column of air between each in 

turn in the following order, 1.leucocytes, 2.suspension, 
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G.serum. Some writers recommend different proportions, 

such as two volumes of leucocytes, but this is quite unnec- 

essary if these are prepared as above described. It is of 

great advantage to first take up the leucocytes as these 

being more viscous do not tend to.s_lip up and down the tube 

so much as the other fluids, and thus the adjustment is 

more under control. The measuring must be accurate, but the 

margin of error is diminished the finer the tube and the 

correspondingly longer the column. As I shall explain 

later on a quite considerable margin of error in the 

carcentratidn of the various elements may make no apprecia- 

ble didference to the result; I shall merely state here that 

the suspension is the most important factor. 

The three elements in the pipette are now blown out 

gently in a small drop an a clean glass slide, drawn up 

again two or three times into the pipette till well mixed 

and then left on the slide. A capillary tube is now held 

vertically to the:lli.de in the drop in close contact with 

the glass and the mixture flows rapidly up. The tube is 

moved about the while in circles on the glass to ensure 

that practically all is drawn up. The other end of the 

tube is now passed once through the flame and the extremity 

sealed, holding the tube with the fingers between the mix- 

ture and the flame to avoid scorching. As the air cools 

inside, U:e fluid draws away from the open end which is 

then similarly sealed. The capillary tube should be about 

f or 4 inches long and the ends must be broken off cleanly 
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otherwise bubbles of air pass in with the mixture in pick- 

ing it off the slide. This is assured by slightly scratch - 

ing the tube with a diamond whereupon it can be fractured 

transversely without splintering. The capillary must be 

kept clean stored in a box away from dust. They should be 

made fairly fine without being fragile. The filled tube is 

then laid in the numbered cork and placed in the incubator. 

To.prevent it falling off it is useful to drive a couple of 

wire binding -staples -into the cork and pess the tote under 

these (see Fig. 2). 

The pipette after use should be wiped clean at the 

point before relieving that pressure on the teat. It may 

be washed out in plain water each t.me if desired but this 

is not necessary. It is then used again in the same way 

for each of the subsequent preparations. FheEe are left 

in the incubator at ?7° C for 20 minutes each. 7c simpli- 

f,y the timing, the clock is set exactly to the hour,when 

the first tube goes in, and one writes down on the numbered 

list the time at which each specimen is to come out, thus 

20, 204, !ó minutes, and so on. 

the : k g bf the zl_ The usual method employed is to 

blow out the mixture on a slide at one end of it and with 

another slide held at a slope in contact with the first 

spread out the film. his is not always satisfactory at 

the leucocytes tend to.flow with the stream to the far 

end, and may be carried entirely off the slide requiring 

a second or third slide. to collect them. ite method I rec- 

omrnd 
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ommend is as follows. Out a piece of cigarette to the size 

shown in Fig.?. Blow out the drop of mixture at one end 

of the slide. Lay the one end of the paper on the drop 

which spreads out to the sides and holding it with a pair 

of forceps draw it steadily along the glass till the fluid 

is spread out. Using Wright's pipettes the amount.of mix- 

ture to be blown out is ouly learnt.by experience.and in 

practice.the films are very variable. Using the_pipette 

in the .way I have described however, uuiform films are eas- 

ily obtained. The mark on the pipette is placed where by a 

few trials it is found that the total amount of mixture of 

the three elements, using cigarette papers of approximately 

.equal size, gives a film of the required length, that is, 

rather less than the length od the slide. The result ob- 

tained is shown diagrammatically in Fig.H. The most leuco- 

cytes are found where the films begin to taper off; beyond 

this the leucocytes become more scattered and tend finally 

to be broken up. The best place to count them is along the 

straight edge where marked in the diagram. There as a rule 

the leucocytes are well spread out and sot so closely 

massed as they may be at the tapering portion. Two sides 

of the film are of course available for counting. 

The slides are marked beforehand with consecutive num- 

bers corresponding to the sera, at the left hand bottom 

corner with a scratching diamond. 

Modifications of Leishman's Method. 

the description of both Leishman's and Wright's methods 

of obtaining the phagocytic index 
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of obtaining the phagocgtic index show that neither of 

them are of such a character as to be readily taken up by 

the general medical practitioner. iiright's method almost 

necessitates a well fitted laboratory with an electric cen- 

trifuge, unless much time is to be lost, and the preparat- 

ions are equally elaborate whether one or a number of 

bloods are tc be examined. Leishman's method on the ,other 

hand, while not requiring so much preparation, presents 

difficulty to the practitioner in the matter of incubation, 

and the films obtained, as already mentioned, are not al- 

ways satisfactory. 

I have endeavoured therefore to perfect a method which, 

while ensuring reliable results, is so simplified as to be 

available in general practice. Leishman's principle of 

employing.the leucocytes of the patient's and the control's 

own blood obviates their troublesome isclatiin in Wright's 

method. The serum or plasma accompanies the corpuscles. 

The remaining element, the suspension, is.prepared.as pre- 

viously explained, but instead of using simple saline sol- 

ution, the citrate -saline solution is employed (see p.8). 

If a hot oven is not available for sterilising the suspen- 

sion after use, it is advisable to optain the bacteria in 

dry powder and grind them up when required beforehand. 

With a measuring pipette such as I have described a 

small portion of blood is taken from a prick in the skin, 

and the same quantity od citrate- suspension follows. The 

two elements are then blown out on a glass slide, mixed, 

a -rd run up into a 
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and run up into a capillary tube and sealed exactly as de- 

scribed in Wright's method.modified. Any pressure on the 

skin must be avoided when collecting the blood, but this 

can be got to flou freely from even a minute prick if the 

skin is first rubbed briskly till red. The citrate in the 

suspension prevents the coagulation of the blood if the 

mixture is made thoroughly and without delay. 

The tubes are efficiently incubated if placed in a 

pocket where they are at practically at body -temperature. 

To prevent their being broken they are placed in a clini- 

cal thermometer or other similar metal case. If more than 

one is incubated at the same time, each tube is marked 

with a glass pencil or ink with as many dots as correspond 

to its order on a numbered list. If time presses 10 or 15 

minutes incubation instead of the usual 20 may suffice if 

the suspension is fairly strong. Alltubes however must 

have the same length.cf time. The control preparation is 

best made at the same time, lest the suspension may deposit 

with delay, but this can be neglected if the suspension is 

pipetted off from the deposit after centrifuging and placed 

in a clean tube as explained. In this case it is shaken up 

béfore use each time and so uniformity is maintained. 

After incubation the mixture is blown out on a numbered 

slide and a film made with cigarette Paper. The resulting 

film is comparable with that produced by Wright's original 

method. 

In this process all that is necessary to take to a 
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uatient's bedside is the followin :- 

Measuring pipette; 

Citrate suspension of bacterium to be tested in a small 

corked tube; 

Capillary tubes, marked 1, 2, 3, etc.; 

Metal case to hold tubes in pocket :., 

Glass slide .for mixing fluid on; 

Cigarette papers. 

The whole are easily carried in a small box in the pocket. 

Beyond these no apparatus is required other than the micro- 

scope for counting, an agate mortar and pestle if the sus- 

pensions are made up at home, and staining materials. 

A further modification may be employed to.avoid the 

necessity of immediately incubating the mixtures. The skin' 

is pricked so that bhe blood flows freely and thin is al- 

lowed to run down into a 4 inch long capillary tube of rath- 

er large bore (about .1 millimètre diameter) as far as a 

mark placed on it arbitrarily about 1,1 or 1 inch from the 

end. With a short column of alb intervening exactly the 

same quantity of citrate- saline solution is run into the 

tube. he two are tL)en blown out on a slide, mixed as rap- 

idly as possible and thereupon flowed back into the tube, 

the ends of which are then closed with sealing wax or by 

heat. The tubes may then be stored in the metal case till 

required, at which time the contents are emptied out and 

mixed and equal amounts of the citrate -blood mixture and 

ordinary saline suspension are taken up in a measuring 
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pipette and dealt with as usual. If this plan is adopted 

all that is necessary tota.ke.to the patient is- 

Capillary tubes numbered; 

Glass slide; 

Metal case; 

Small corked tube or stoppered bottle cf citrate 

saline solution. 

The latter' method may be found useful in laboratory 

work when only one or two bloods are to be tested, in order' 

to save the time involved biz the isolation of the leuco- 

cytes. It also admits of blood specimens being sent from a 

distance or being kept for some time before examination, as 

is such an advantage in. Wright's method. It has however 

the drawback that. the leucocytes are not found in such num 

bers as in the other methods and time may be lost in look -Í 

ing for them when couiting. 

eçhnic lProcedures common to the above kethods. 

Fiking.and Staining of the Films,. Unless the special stain 

employed necessitates another method, the simplest way of 

fixing, the films is tc pass them twice through a flame , as 

for fixing a pus film. 

tier staining the films, except in the case of tnbercle, 

a variety of stains may be used, and a double. stain is use - 

-ful for showing thh :protoplasmic-staining- of-the whole -cell. 

-For this- purpose-4- prefer to'use-Giemsa's-stain, at a 

strength cf- drops'of stain -to 1 c.c. of distilled- water, 

for ten minutes. - 
Jennen's stain is also - excellent but more 
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troublesome áe the slide has to be placed in a moist cham- 

ber, such as the Petri -dish used in Leishman's-index method 

to prevent evaporation. LtSffler's methylene blue or Unna's 

polychrome methylene blue or Ziehl's carbol-fuchsin,diluted 

1 in 10 with water, may also be tried, and have the advan- 

tage that they can be used in a staining -jar and a number of 

slides can be. stained simultaneously. 

With all these methods, however, the:xe is apt to be diffi- 

culty in counting the organisms if they are of small size 

such as staphylococci. o make their recognition easier T 

therefore employ a dibasic staining method which stains the 

nuclei and the bacteria of a different colour. A quantity 

of L6ffler's methylene blue is brought to the boil in a 

suitable vessel and the slide is dropped intoit, or the 

boiling stain is poured over it as it lies in a staining 

trough. 4+fter a few seconds it is removed and well washed 

under the tap, and then dropped into a Ai solution of.tiydro- 

chloric Acid in. Absolute Alcohol. After exactly 5.seccnds 

it is at once well washed in running water. It is.then 

.placed in Ziehl's carbol -f uchsin diluted 1 in 10 with water 

for 20 seconds, then wasted .and dried. This procedure res- 

ults in the bacteria being stained blue, while the nuclei 

appear red and tale protoplasm is. tinged pink. It is not 

difficult then to recognize the bacteria. whether.superim - 

posed on.the nuclei or not, and the counting is.grea.tly 

simplified. 

The staining of tubercle bacilli on slides is apt to be 
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attended with trouble especially if there are many to be 

stained. the usual way is. to heat the carbol-fuchsin iu a 

tube over a flame and pour it.ower the.slide. he resulting 

films are. often very dirty from deposit of stain and: the 

method :±:s messy and wasteful. The following.procedure is 

recommended for preference. A staining -jar is filled witli 

FAiehl's.stain and placed in the hot oven at about 60° C 

till heated.up. The slides are now dropped into this for 

to 10 minutes, takezr out, .washed under the. tap, .and. :laced 

into another_jar containing 1% Sulphuric -Acid in Methylated 

.Spirit for a. few .seconds and then washed. .F.he film is left 

practically colourless.oz only very slightly pink tinged. 

in the thickest parts. The slides are then placed in water 

.containing about 6 drops of Ammonia. to the pint, to neutra- 

lise any acid and to avoid .this being carried oiler into the 

staining -ajar of L6ffler's methylene.blue in which they 

next remain for s minutes or less. They are then washed. 

If too - deeply stained, tley.are decolourized in a si solu- 

tion of Unna's Glycerine- aether mixture in water,. or -in 

slightly acidulated water for a. few seconds and finally well 

washed. he best results are got.by overstainiug and deccl- 

ourizing in this way. . :he films prepared in.thips way are 

beautifully clean and free from any deposit of fuchsin. 

The stains shosld be filtered occasionally but can.be used 

over ,a,nd over again as also can the acid spirit. 

!akino the Count. Whichever methncd is employed the estima 

tion of the stained film is performed in the same way in 
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all. An oil -immersion lens is a necessity, but a mechani- 

cal state, if the films are spread in the manner advised, 

is not indispensmble though a great assistance. Ago cover - 

glasses should be used, the oil being placed direct on the 1 

film. *`as soon as the lower power objective has shown_ 

the most suitable portion for the count. she part chosen 

should show if available a large number of leucocytes close 

together but not clumped, arranged in a band near the edge 

rather than scatte;ied through the file, and, what is of 

nortance, the bodies of the leucocytes sh3culd be well spread 

out, but not broken up, so as to display their contents. 

The number of cells to be counted is purely arbitrary, 

thirty was the number originally suggested, but as a rule 

* To clean the slides for future use, the following 

process is suggested as the most efficient. The cil if still 

wet is wiped off and the slide., are immersed in a jar of 

(methylated spirit which looseri..sany remaining oil. +hey 

can shortly after be taken out acrd allowed to dry. Then 

with a cloth very slighil9 moistened with spirit and dipped 

in some cigar -ash or other suitable polishing powder the 

slide is rubbed all over. This removes the film entirely. 

Ì 
ThiE slides are allowed to dry and are then wiped with a 

clean dry cloth which leaves them perfectly clean and ptl- 

ished ready for use. 

They are then laid in slide trays in consecutive order 

or arranged in bundles according to -Weir numbers and 

stored. 
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at least double this number should be estimated to ensure 

accuracy. It is of advantage to haye cross -railed paper 

at hand - such as visiting -list paper - marked out in thir 

't,y squares to a line, with a vertical line drawn at each 

ten squares. Each square represents a cell counted, and 

the empty cells are marked as nothings at the end cf tO e 

line, while the contents of the phagocytic cells are entered 

as they are counted at the opposite end of the line. This 

makes the final enumeration simpler. ''Iwo sets of thirty 

cells then are enumerated and the average total count obtain- 

ed per thirty cells fob each blood film. +he cells are 

counted as they come in view, omitting however any :which 

are obviously ruptured. These cells ae.e very often found 

to attach large numbers .cf bacteria to their surfaces, prob- 

ably during the spreading of the film. Only polymcrphcnu- 

clear phagccytesis is estimated, although transitional and 

mononuclear cells frequently contain organisms. To avoid 

any doubt it is advisable to omit airy transitional cells, 

showing various grades of horse -shoe shaped nuclei as these 

occur in all grades up to the purely mononuclear type. 

Wright states that cells containing over 0 organisms 

should not be estimated and closely clumped bacteria are 

best omitted. Not uncommonly a film showing only sparse 

phagocytosis may present an occasional leucocyte filled with 

a dense mass of bacteria. It is possible that there is in 

such a case a mere mechanical superimposition or it may be 

that a preexisting clump has been ingested en masse. To 
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include such would upset the estimate completely. If the 

suspension is verra carefully prepariEd howerer such occur- 

rences are rare: They are particularly characterist°Jc od 

tubercle preparations. 

Having finished the counts, that of tie healthi3 control 

person is taken as the standard of unity or 1.0. Each other 

count is then divided in turn by tAis standard and the res- 

ult wh3:ch is usually calculated to two places of decimals re- 

presents the Phagocytic or so- called Gpsonic Index. Thus, 

if the average count per .thirty cells .of the patient's 

blood is, say, 47, and t.Lat of the control is 60, the phago 

cytic index would be 47 = 60 or 0.7, if the patient'.s 

count is,say, 7, the index is 72 -= 6G or 1.2. 

It would be equallay applicable tir reckon the indices 

as percentages , taking the standard as 100 instead cf 1. 

but the ether is the method in common use. 
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CRITICISM CF TEE PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING 

THE PHAGOCYTIC INDEX. 

The significance .of the phagccytic index lies in the 

fact that, whereas healthy uninfected persons show an index 

which varies little when compared one with another, infected 

persons show, en examining any considerable number, wide 

variations and indices both above and below the normal limit. 

It has been assumed that as the index is the numerical 

ekpressiou of the phagocytthc capacity of the blood or serum 

cf an individual, it represents the degree of immunity or 

lack of it which that individual possesses to tht organism 

tested for. ñefcre one can accept this it must be pointed 

out that the obviou_dv weak feature of the whole meLod lies 

in the fact that the only standard of unit :, obtainable so 

far to work from is the count obtained by a presumably heal- 

thy person's blood a': a control. From the description of 

the methods , ?.t is also evident that the technique may offer 

innumerable opportunities of fallacious results. It is 

proposed therefore in this Section to review the technical 

aspects, to estimate what bearing they: may have on the re- 

sults obtained. 

In Leishman's method and its modifications we rely on 

the blood. cf the patient and cf thh control separately fob 

the leucocytes required fcr the test. While the Lumber per 

cubic millimet:r"e in healthy is fairly constant, it is sub,je t 
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to certain variations relative tac digestion, but far more 

variable is probably the blood of an infected person in 

this respect. Can tien the index of a patient suffering 

from, say, a marked leucocytoses depend in part at least on 

the great proportion of leucocytes present in the.phagocytic 

mixture? Variations in the number of leucocytes also comes 

snto question in Wright's method but not so markedly. +he 

leucocytic suspension if thoroughly well mixed before use and 

protected from evaporation shows little obvious change even a 

after hours have elapsed. If toc much water is present in 

it this dollects on the top, but thb pipette being thrust 

to the bottom of the drop avoids any error from tl?is source 

more likely error might result from picking up one of the 

little clmmps of leucocytes whrch tend to form the longer 

.the centrifuging is continued. The minimum of centrifoging 

should therefore be employed as already stated. 

Experiments have been carried out to ascertain the eff- 

ect on the index of variations in the number of leucocytes. 

A series of these is shorn on cable I. The leucocytic sus- 

pensicn was diluted with one, two, and three times its vol- 

ume of saline, and keeping, the two other factors the same 

(the bacterial suspension and the serum) and. the proportions 

the same, the indices were tested. It will be seen that 

the results are somewhat irregular, probably due to tech mi- 

cal difficulties in respect of the diluting, in any case 

with only a quarter the full number of leucocytes an index 

of .94 was obtained. This would seem to point to the fact 
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that variations in tbh proportions of leucocytes are of 

little effect, and if we allow that the serum acts in no 

way on the leucocytes Out only on the bacteria, this is 

the result one might expect;.. for the leucocytes in each 

case are surrounded by presumably the same number of bac- 

teria. If the serum acted. on the leucocytes ewe might look 

for a possibly higher count as each 00/(10 leucocyte would 

have more serum to affect it tie greater their dilution. 

¡t is probable then that a considerable margin of error is 

allowable in respect of the leucocytic factor and there is 

no reason to soppose that Leishman's method is prejudiced 

in this respect. 

With regard to the nekt factor, the blood fluids, we 

have to deal with them in two different aspects according 

to the methods employed. to Leishman's-frodess and its 

modifications we employ plasma or a nearer approach to it 

than in Wright's method in which at any rate coagulation ha 

occurred. In the latter case however where some very obvio 

change has taken place in the blood outsrde the body, we 

are not justified in assuming that the resulting chemical 

constitotion of the serum is always necessarily the same. 

le know that various physical processes mch as heat a.rd 

cold, the structures in contact with the blood, etc., affect 

the coagulatrve changes, and we must bear in mind that the 

bloods for examination are collected under worrying circum- 

stances. It has seemed advisable on this account to study 

the effect on the phagocytic index of 0X004 subjecting the 

blood to variable conditions in its existence outside the 
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,body. A collection of such results is shown on Table TI. 

TherLe it appears that when clotting is not aided by warmth 

or where -it is restricted by contact with as oiled surface, 
1 

as when the tubes are run through with liquid paraffin, the 

serum obtained gives a diminished count- _With one of the 

oiled. tubes a hightened index was obtained but ih this in- 

stance as noted no free plasma was obtainable and the sblid 

blood. elements were taken up along with the turbid "serum ". ; 

Presumably then when clotting is limited the serum contains) 

less of the active s.gbstances concerned. in other of the 

experiments detailed the glass capsules were run through 

with s_:me fluid chemical which was then centrifuged. away so' 

as to leame only the barest film on the glaFs. The results 

obtained cannot be attributed then to thepresence of the 

chemical in any appreciable amount 'in t phagocytic prepa -I! 
1 

rations. The effects were diverse and as noted the nature 

of the clot varied markedly. Contact with glycerine.hardl_y 

seemed to affect the indek and haemolysis was only slight. 

In contact with xylol a compact clot was obtained and haem -, 

olysis was marked. Chlor,cform and formaline seemed tic fix 

the solid blood elements en masse especially thir latter, 

which was not accompanied by reddening of the serum as was 

the case with chloroform. The count was in both instances 

strikingly diminished. 

While these latter effects do not occur in practice the 

whole list shows clearly that the circumstances attending 

the ccaul.a.tion of the blood. influence largely the index 

obtained. It is obviously desirable to ensure unif.c City 
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in all specimens examined and it is therefore recommended 

that all bloods be flaced for the same length of time, .day 

a quarter to half an hour, in the incubator at 27° before 

examination. 

As with the leucocytes so with the serum it is desirable 

to ascertain whether errors in the measuring of the serom 

are likely to affect the index. .phis is readily determined 

by testing equal quantities of the same serum in varyi:rg 

dilutions of saline, other factors being constant. A series 

of results and isolated observations are shown in Tab_.. III 

It is found that vary considerable variations are not atten- 

ded with correspondingly proportional variatiOns in the index. 

Fhe technical procedures for obtaining dilutions of minute 

quantities of serum is difficult and some vagaries are shown, 

but the general trend of the res,ùlts is definite. in some 

instances serum has been diluted to an.eigbth of bits st..ength 

without diminution in the index, in others this dilution 

has resulted in a fall to aZ from .6é to .2 1, with a dil- 

ution of 1 lin 6 in a fall to from .92 to .54. Another fea- 

ture to be observed is that the stronger the emulsion, that 

is to say, the higher the count, the greater is the tendency 

to diminution og the indek. This is as one would expect, 

for one may suppose thatthe bacilli absorb or are acted 

upon equally by any serum Present; if the serum is diluted 

then each bacillus receives less and perhaps ins3cfficient 

to allow of it'd being ingested by a leucocyte. Ihe thicker 

the suspension then the more rapid the fall in the index 

with progressive dilutions. No dilutions were made less 
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than 1 in 2, but the table suffices tc stow that any crdin- 

any mechanical errer in the measurement of the serum for 

the phagocytic mixture is little likely to alter the result. 

ghat other significance this table has is discussed later 

when also the dilutions of abnormal sera are referred tc. 

Broadly speaking it appears that there is more than suffi- 

cient active substance in the sencm than is necessary to 

act upon the bacteria usually combined with it in a phago- 

cytic test. 

The last of the three factors tc he considered is the 

bacterial suspension. it is in this connectizn that most cf 

ones technical errors are made. he ì reuaraticn of a uni- 

form suzssensic:n is a ddfficult matter sometimes . Careful 

attention to the technique as described above is essential. 

I would lay special stress on the importance cf separating 

the uniform supernatant fluid obtained after centrifuging 

from the deposit. r,ny suspension which stands for e. time 

becomes with varying rapidity thinner at the surface and 

eventually quite clear. This may occur during the ccurE-e 

of operations and must inevitably lead to fallacious results. 

he subsidence is more apparent with the denser suspensions. 

By isolating it from the centrifuged deposit in a separate 

tube, this difficulty can be entirely obviated, as the tube 

can be shaken or inverted from time to time, or it can be 

readjusted bw rapid pipetting of the contents up and down. 

The phagccytic indices are much. more sensitive to variations 

in the concentration of the suspension than to either of 
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the other factors, and such variations are as explained 

much more likely of occurrence,. On q able IV the effects of 

vary-iirg the concentration are shown. 

Having now dealt with the three essential elements, we 

have now to consider what may affect the results once the 

are mixed. Two factors that may then have influence are 

temperature and the time allotted to incubation. Ot goes 

wittont saying that phagocytosis 'is more active at blood 

heat but a few experiments soon suffice to show that the 

phagocytcsis at room temperature -is not a negligible quan- 

tity. The relative amount is very much less at room temper- 

ature but is sufficient to justify one in deprecating the 

method sometimes adopted cf completing a number of prepara- 

tions before any cf them are placed in the incubator. Table 

V shows that of twc similar preparations, the one incubated 

at once fer 20 minutes at blood heat, the other kept at 

room temperature and not incubated at all, the latter gives 

an index cd .62 in relation to the former. Wt room tempera- 

ture the phagocytosis although slow is progressive, but as 

appears from Table VI seems to come to an0 end in process 

of time. Probably as was observed in this case the growth 

of extrane:mus organisms in the mixture has some bearing on 

this cessation. 

Table VII shops the influence of varying duration of 

incubation on phagocytcsis, and the results in the three 

series correspond in close proportion. Within the times 

obser-ved phagccptosis steadily progresses, but the progress 



is slower in the later periods. faking an incubation of 

90 minutes as the standard, the amount of phagocytosis in 

fii minutes has alheady reached an index of .A2, in ;3G minutek 

it has reached 1.20 or double that attained in 5 minutes. 

the second and third series sham that again taking 26 min- 

utes as the .basis of calculation in 60 minutes the phagocy- 

tesis is exactly half as much again in each case. it is ap- 

parent that phagocytosis starts very rapidly and progresses 

constantly in the periods (up tra % hours) tested. As the 

variations are considerable in the earlier periods, it em- 

phasises the importance of accurately timing the length of 

incubation to that each blood specimen gets as nearly as 

possible the same opportunities. Lengthening the total in- 

cubation would diminish the margin of error but 90 minutes 

is recommended as a convenient period, which allows one 

also, working single- handed, to prepare about ten or a dozen 

successive mixtures before it is necessary to remove the 

first from the incubator. No delay is permissible once this, 

is done before the film is made. 

that the phagocytosis becomes less in amount cf progres- 

sion in the later periods Az probably explained by the assu.mr- 

tien that the leucocytes ingest first of all and twery rapid - 

ly the bacteria in their immediate neighbour,i:ood; later on 

they have to go further to find them. This assumption im- 

plies that the action of the serum on the bacteria is im- 

mediate, if it were not so probably the phagocytosis would 

increase more rapidly with time. This point has been put 
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to the test by observing whether bacteria absorb more active 

substance from the serum in 2 hours than in minimum time. 

5 parts of a suspension of B.Coli in saline were added to 

1 part of serum from a healthy person and from a tubercu- 

lous individual. Part of each serum was used as soon as 

mixed to test the phagocytic index for tubercle, and another 

part was used 2 hours later for the same test. It was found 

that the index for tubercle was not diminished in either 

instance (in fact slightly increased) by giving the bacteria 

two hours to absorb the active substance.. This is shown 

in. Table VIII. 

Mechanical considerations, such as variations in the 

calibre of the capillary tubes in which phagocytosis takes 

place, seem to be of little moment, as Wright has found to 

be the case except in cases cf the most extreme divergence. 

T have not myself observed any effect on the results from 

this cause. Tt is highly probable that phagecytosis is 

influe.nded by mechanical considerations, but it is observed 

that if the tubes are laid horizontal as recommended during 

'incubation, the various elements separate out by gravity, 

the red corpuscles sink to the wader side, the white corpus- 

cles spread out above thislayer, and in contact with the 

more fluid layer which probably holds the bacteria. for the 

most part immediately superjacent to the leucocytes. The 

conditions are -Lien the same for each specimen. 

Having paid attention to all the pmint, previously men- 

tioned and obtained properly spread and stained films, one 

is next faced 
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is next faced with certain considerations which may affect 

the enumeration. Counts are made of series of cells which 

may vary very materially, or the counts made by one observer 

do not correspond to those of another. Here enters then 

a personal factor which cannot be ignored. The resolving 

power of the microscope employed is paralleled by the r sol- 

ving, power of the observer's eye, and where bacteria show 

a tendency to be agminated, one observer will pass them over 

as uncountable, another will :include them. But counts made 

by one observer may show differences according to the part 

of the film examined. here the explanation probably lies 

in an illusion resulting from the massing of extra -cellular 

bacteria_ and leucocytes tog.ether.iu the thicker parts of the 

film. One should therefore choose leucocytes well distri- 

buted, and avoid the use of too concentrated suspensicrs of 

bacteria$. ¡Those which give counts of about 50 bacteria: 

to each 20 cells are best. If the suspension is too weak 

one finds the counts often erratic and even slight differen- 

ces in the totals will make marked alterations in the index. 

A single cell containing a mass of bacteria is much more 

liable tc upset the enumeration. 

Occasionally one makesconsecntive counts and get exact- 

ly sdmilar figures, but one cannot anticipate this and it is 

advisable to make for each specimen at least two counts of 

sets of 30 cells. If the counts vary markedly one mu:t 

count another set or two and a correct average is soon 

attained. Difficulties are also met with in recognizing. 
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what are bacteria and what are not in some preparations. 

This occurs especially when the culture used is old and 

contains numerous dead or degenerated organisms. The best 

plan then is to ignore all such forms as to which there is 

the least dubiety, but the secret of success lies in the 

use of as young cult)mres as possible. With cocci fallacies 

may arise in distinguishing between isolated and diplococcal 

forms as all grades appear between these two, or again if 

the staining is rather deep, diplococci may appear as single 

cocci. The advantage of staining all such films uniformly 

in any one series is then apparent. I make it a practice 

with coccal preparations to enumerate each separate element 

that can be distinguished as one organism. 

It has been pointed out that the phagccytic index has 

no fixed standard of unity. That sera of healthy persons 

give approximately close indices has been settled by many 

workers, and it has been generally agreed that .S to 1.2 

represent normal variations from the average normal cf the 

whole series, that is to say that the variation in counts 

behv;een the extremes of healthy bloods is no less than 40 %. 

One cannot therefore compare results obtained cin a basis of 

different controls. Comparing two or more controls among 

themselves from day to day variations are constantly obser- 

ved and it is possible to see that some individuals ha ;ye a 

normally or permanently high or low itrdex. Taking such a. 

high control, another perfectly healthy person's blood may 

show an indek below the so- called. normal and vice versa, 

it is evident that before engaging on a series of tests t.te 
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observer must by prolonged daily observations determine the 

average Of relationship of the control serum to be used 

with that of a number of other normal persons. On Table IX 

is shown a_ se ies of.. coui:ecutiwe estimations on the day -tm- 

day indices of two healthy ilidividuals taking one of them 

as the control. It is seen that al combining all the counts 

the average index of the other is about .9. Now it was 

known that the index of the control was normally high, about 

1.1 on the average, which means that the other individual 

was about the mean normal. For accurate observations it is 

of advantage to take each day the counts of two healthy con - 

t.,ols and average the count. This ms found in practice tc 

steady the results, but is not wholly ideal as both indices 

may tend upward or downward on the sane day. Separate 

counts are better than merely mixing the sera as this latter 

method may introduce technical fallacies and the separate 

counts enable errors of technique to be more readily detec- 

ted. Still further accuracy is obtained if two observers 

make enumerations and average the results. 

The ideal solution of this important matter world be a 

method of standardisation of each factor which would give 

one an opportunity of calculating the ideal normal and work- 

ing from this, as when for instance one makes a haemoglobin 

cr corpuscular estimation. îhus one would assume that given 

a standard concentration of leucocytes, and a standard con- 

centration of Bacteria, one would obtain with an average 

normal serum a count of x -(an ascertained figure) bacteria. 
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in y- cells. One could tun dispense with any control serum 

and attain a more accurate result because th;l. standard of 

estimation was fixed. Tuis would not be difficult míit for 

;one ding. The leucocytes do not apparently vary from 

day to day. and the margin oßí error in concentration is prac- 

tically negligible, and the standard of serum unity is mere- 

ly a matter of testing a large number of 3_ealthy sera, but 

the bacterial suspension seems to defy standardisation. 

Numerous experiments were. made 'in the attempt to attain 

this. The tubercle bacillus was selected for the purpose. 

variousways (resent themselves for primarily standardising 

a suspension. One may weigh a definite amount of the dry 

bacillary substance under suitable precautions, and make up 

a suspension of definite amount with this known weight. 

Here the trouble is found that all the powder does not go 

into suspension however carefully it is ground, and there 

is a certain amount of loss in. the process. Alternatively 

one may make up a suspension of presumably .suitable strength 

and from a portion of it estimate by drying and weighing 

the proportion of solid &onstituents. While this might serve 

for toccal forms, for tubercle it is found that standardis- 

ation is not perfectly attained, even if one surmounts the 

technical difficulties, as the length of bacilli varies 

greatly in preparations made from different sources so that 

the weight of bacillary substance will not necessarily cor 

respond to the number phagocyted. The only other method 

seemingly available is to make up a suspension of approxi- 
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mately suitable strength and actually test the nume;scal re- 

sult given by a number of healthy sera, maintaining the con- 

stancy of the other factors concerned. A preparation was 

made in this way and sterilised Dy heat. The problem that 

next confrontef one way to preserve its ste:rrlity. 'ro ster- 

ilise it in a steriliser from day to day would be too trouble- 

some in practice and weold introduce possible fallacies 

from variation in the amount cf fluid present. It was there- 

fore decided to use chloroform, a few drops of which added 

to a flask and shaken up every day serve to maintain tie 

sterility of the contents indefinitely. io the flask were 

added a number' of glass balls which when shaken serN\ed to re- 

move any deposit of bacilli collecting at the bottom of the 

to disperse tie Each day the 

fluid was shaken to equalise the suspension and the small 

quantity pipetted cff, whereupon the flask was at once 

closed with a rubber stopper preventing evaporation. The 

re.aulting counts are given on Table X. dt is at once seen 

that while on tle first few days the average ccunte were not 

so very divergent, a constant tendency to diminution occurred 

till after a week some counts amounted to only a. sixth of 

the original. The chloroform was not found to prejudice the 

results, its evaporation did not raise the count. The ex- 

planation was tic be solely found in the fact that as time 

passes a condition cf auto -agglutination occurs in the bac- 

illi, which become massed in clumps only disintegrable on 

being dried and ground up again. It is possible that the 

waxy coverdng of tubercle , which hower\er is not peculiar 
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to them, may more readily induce this agglutination, but it 

has been found to occur sooner or later with all the organ 

there seemi; tIen little prospect of any perman- 

ent standardisation of bacterial suspensions until some 

method _of obviating this agmination is discovered. An ac- 

cidental obseryation suggests the possibility of further 

developments in this direction. Some chloroform had been 

added to a commercial preparation of tubercle bacilli for 

phagocytic estimations supplied in the form of a moist mag- 

ma. After a few days it was found that a considerable 

quantity of material resembling wax was floating on the sur- 

face of the fluid portion which had become quite clear.abové 

the layer of bacilli. It was found hardly possible tc make 

a suspension as the waxy matter interfered with the grinding, 

process and the saline was full of floating particles. A 

quantity of the magma was taken and dried in an agate mortar 

in a hot oven at 60 °. the waxy material was still present 

as before. A couple of drops of chloroform was rubbed up 

in the mortar and the layer of bacilli as t.Jey evaporated 

became a chalky white. It was now discovered that the waxi- 

ness had vanisied. ihe bacilli readily formed a creamy uni- 

form suspension, free from any floating particles. This was 

stored in a tube and sterilised. Small quantities of the 

stock are taken as required and diluted with saline. Of 

now this dilution is sterilised at 60° after use on each 

occasion it can be used day after day and provides wonder- 

fully uniform counts. AA there is a tendency to deposit 

but the feature of the deposit is that is readily dissoci: 
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able by shaking or repeated pipetting. What becomes of the 

waxy substance in the process is not readily explicable. It 

is found that a small proportion of the bacilli have become 

non -acid -fast, the great majority are quite unaffected. I 

make it a practice to ignore all bacteria which have not re- 

tained the carbol- fuchsæn and find ..0,:e :results reliable. 

The same phenomenon of wax separation with chloroform has 

been noticed with a moist magma of pneumococci. 

While it cannot be said that this solves the problem of 

a standardised suspension as postulated above, it at any 

rate enables the worker to have at hand with little trouble 

a suspension of tubercle bacilli which can be relied on to 

give +counts of a reasonably uniform character, and obviate 

the distressing vagaries of suspensions made up in the usual 

way. In Table XI are shown a few series of counts using 

the same healthy person's serum of different dates with 

tubercle suspensions made up in the way gust described, 

and it demonstrates that the variation is slight. 4hether 

the differencesare due to actual variations in the serum 

from day to day or to technical reasons or to the suspension 

itself varying, it is impossible to state. 

This brings us to the question as to the length of time 

that may elapse before a serum is examined and whether it 

is essential to examine a serum with a control of the same 

day. This last Table serves to illustrate the fact that 

taking the precautions which I have specified throughout, 

the variabmlity 
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the variability i!r the results given Dy the serum of a 

healthy person is almost neglikible, but certain other phet- 

omena not previously mentioned must be here rep'iewed. In 

the first place it is now generally recognized that exercise 
indek 

can alter the phagocytic in healthy and to a still greater 

extent in infected individuals, and that the index tends to 

rise towards the end of the day possibly for that reason. 

One should therefore to preserve uniformity as far áa possi- 

ble take the blood of the control at the same hour each day. 

The particular time does not matter but it should correspond 

closely to the taking of the patients' bloods. Thus if a 

patient's blood is trim be examined in the evening a control 

should be taken at the same time. In the next place, while 

it has been coma only obserr \ed that the phagocytic power of 

a serail dimi,nislres the longer it is kept, ;cne has not infre- 

quently observed that serum a day old gives withO the same 

suspension a higher index than that newly taken. My obser- 

vations with regard to the effect -of clotting may hale a 

.bea:ring on this point. It. has been shown ( ) that the am- 

ount of complement in a blood serum increases from prolonged 

contact with the clot, and it is probable that the increase 

in phagocytic power is analogous to this. Table XII gives 

a number of observations with a healthy persons serum of 

two consecutive days tested simultaneously. A considerable 

proportion of instances show a higher count for the 24 hours 

old serum but rarely of any great moment. Since observd.ng 

the precaution of submitting all bloods to an equal incuba- 
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tion, I have found that these differences tend to disappear.) 

The cause of the loss of phagocytic poner with lapse of 

time is I think most probably tu ordinary circumstances due 

to the growth of accidental organisms in the specimen, 

which doubtless absorb the phagocytic active substa.ces. 

This may serve sometimes to explain the lowered count for 

serum even 24.hours old, the circumstances in which blood is. 

obtained varying markedly in respect of the risks of infec- 

tion (it is exposed to. As a rule however it its not till a 

lapse of 48 hours at least that any marked diminution in 

strength occurs, attributable to this cause. 

Finally in this connection I wish to refer to my modifi- 

cation of Leishman's method with regard to the advantage it 

may possess which is a feature of ,right's method, lamely 

that the examination of a blood may be deferred till a con- 

venient opportunity offers of making the phagocytic prepara- 

tion. ;f the second modification described is adopted, that 

is, the one in which the freshly drawn blnod is immediately 

mixed with citrate- saline solution and stored in a capillary 

tube till added to the suspension, my experience has been 

that it will furnish results perfectly reliable up to 24 

hours, provided that the blood -citrate mixture is kept in a 

cool place or at any rate not raised above room temperature. 

Table XIII sho:vs some experiments made to test this stabili- 

ty. The results may be compared with those of 24 hour old 

serum using Wright's method as shown in fable XII. 
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THE NATURE AND SIGNIFICANCE CF THE 

PHAGCCYTIC INDEX. 

The possibility of studying the intimate precesses 

which result in phagocytosis has really only come with the 

introduction of the methods of Wright and Douglas for isol- 

ating the three elemental factors supposedly at work, the 

phagocytes , the blood fluids, and the bacteria. themselve.. 

Here however we meet at once with one hindrance in that the 

separatilcn of the blood 'fluids cannot be attained outside 

the body in sucha way as to justify us in blindly expla.tnó 

ing somatic precesses by what we observe ee vitro.. Metch- 

nikoff har laid special stress on this point and has adduce 

much exper:.mental evidence to demonstrate the latent fallac 

This has unfortunately been largely ignored in the study of 

'opsonins:' 

T he first general principle enunciated which we may 

consider is that the phagocytes are inactive in the present 

of the bacte:iia if the "ópsonin "- containing blood fluids ar 

not present or have not previously acted on the .bacteria. 

This statement sogenerally accepted requires immediate 

qualification for it has been shown bp Wright and Reid(.1 ) ) 

tic be influenced by the saline concentration of the fluid 

in which the leucocytes are bathed. Thus if the sodium 

chloride of the simple leucocyte -bacteria suspension is of 

a strength of 1% or over, phagocytosis practically leases;. 
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whereas a steadily progressive phagocytosis developes as the 

saline concentration is diminished. So also indices rise 

if serum is present with, progressive dilutions mit progress- 

ively weaker saline lóncentration. This extremely interes- 

ting series of .observations .ms not explained. In phagocgtic 

estimations we should.aim at preserving natural conditions 

as far as possible and tterefore make use of normal or pbys- 

-iotogical saline for all our preparations, the washing of 

the leucocytes and the suspension of the bacteria. T have 

accordingly always employed .9 %, sodium chloride for these 

purposes and have made repeated observations on the phago- 

cytic indek resulting where normal saline took the place of 

serum. The indices uere talcula.ted on the control counts 

given by healthy serum and the counts of.the Inherent Ehage- 

cytosis, as I tekt those occurring in the absence of serum 

were usually small. Casual observations would probably 

have led to viewing them a., insignificant or negligible. 

Over a large series however somewhat surprising Results are 

obtained. They are shown in Table XIV . the actual counts 

of the serum and of the saline preparations are given, and 

the resulting indices arranged in order of the serum 

These results are on occasion erratic. Possibly technical 

errors enter, but the general-feature appears that the van - 

ishing indices appear almost solely at the top of the list 

where the concentration of the bacteria in the suspensi.ar 

was greater. A purely mechanical action then seems directly 

contra -indicated, otherwise the inherent phagocytosis would 
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have keen larger the more numerous the bacteria. Concen- 

tration of the bacteria seemed then to exert an inhibitive 

action on the phagocytosis in the presence of saline alone. 

It was thought possible that ZY0 toxic substances given off 

by the bacteria might explain thij restrictive influence. 

Saline solution from a long -standing suspensiar of tubercle 

bacilli, cleared by centrifuging, was added to serum, but 

apparently exerted no distinct inhibitive effect on the 

,amount of phagoc #tosi.s. It was found to have this influence 

when sérum cn the other hand wes not present iLr the prepara- 

tion. 

The influence of time on the inherent phagocytosis was 

then tested comparing it simultaneously with serum phago- 

cytosis, which as has alread y keen pointed cut increases 

progressively. T`.he very interesting observation was arrives. 

at that, as shown in Table XV, the inherent phagocytosis roue 

from .12 steadily but slowly during the first hour, more 

rapidly during the second hour, so that at the end of 120 

minutes it had surpassed the serum index of 30 minutes, and 

almost equalled the serum index of 60 minutes. To put it 

I 

¡more generally, while the serum index in two hours increased 

exactly two -fold, from that obtained in 15 minutes, the sal- 

line index increased 10.2 times or nearly eleven -fold in 

the same periods. This shows some vital action at work for 

a merely mechanical effect world apply equally in each seri 

One would expect then that in a sufficieut length of time 

the inherent phagocytjc power of the washed woíüld equal the 

s. 
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serum phagocytic power. Another experiment shows with a 

much weaker suspension the inherent phagocytosis rising in 

40 minutes to .07 as compared with the serum ptagocytcsis 

lof 20 minutes. The question naturally arisés, whether this 

is due to or associated witJ the production of active snb- 

stances by the leucocytes in the saline medium capable od 

acting on the bacteria and detectible in the saline, or is a 

process purely intra- cellular. This question I shall deal 

with later on. 

We have then sufficient evidence to assume that the 

leucocytes are not such passive agents in the phagocytic 

process as the common opsouic theories would postulate. That 

they however possess any definite individuality or power cf 

special selection I have failed tc find. l.hen one inspects 

a number of phagocytic preparations or pus one may feel sur 

prised at the enormous capacity of a few phagocytes while 

others remain empty of bacteria. Nevertheless by combining 

a uniform suspension of two separate organisms and testi.rg 

the phagocytosis with healthy serum,and leucocytes, we find 

onstudyitrg the result that there is no distinctive selective 

action( amide Table X v1), and must come to the conclusion 

that cpxertunitn largely determines the phagocytic action 

cf any individual leucocyte. 

The next point I would take up is. the question whether 

the serum given out by the blood in vitro corresponds in it 

influence on phagocytosis to the plasma of circulating blood. 

Technically this is an almost insoluble problem in the absence 
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of any satisfactory of obtaining plasma in vitro. Gengou 

attempted to collect it by running blood into a paraffined 

tube and immediately centrifuging it.. I have endeavored 

to imitate this plan but have only bben partially successful, 

allspecimens obtained showing a dostinmt clot formation. 

Only two of these (vide Table II, , 

r 
xps. 8 and 16)ailtained 

any approximate success, and these .each show a dimin.is),ed 

index of .61 and .86 respectively. The other recorded ex- 

periments ou clotting all tend to show that tin the extent or 

quality of the blood coagulum, i.e. of serum production 

depends to a not inconsiderable degree the phagocytic 

quotient of the fluid obtained. Having attained but poor 

success in the experimental production, it occurred tIc me to 

test the phagocytic indek of hydrocele fluid which, one may 

take it, repeesents a filtrate of the blood, free of cor- 

puscular elements and in which coagulation has played no 

part. I have had the opportu.r:ity cf doing this in a few 

cases of healthy people uninfected by any Rrganism. +-he re- 

suits got as against counts of healthy serum were .24, .18, 

.25. These counts it should be noted were slightly h:gher 

than the inherent phagocytosis tested at the same time 

supplied. If then hydrocele fluid in any way represents 

blood plasma it is evident that it does not by far show 

the same active properties as se&um. 

Another way of attacking this problem presented itself 

to me in the use of fluid from uncoagulated. öy collecting 
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treasured parts of fresh blood and saline- citrate solution 

in a wide capillary tube and mixing them as rapidly as poss- 

ible, and as a control collecting equal parts of the same 

in another tube }gut keeping the blood and citrate solution 

separate,till coagulation had ensued, and finally centri- 

fuging, both tubes, (brie obtained a mixture of citrate solu- 

tion with,in the control,serum, and in the other, blood 

fluid in the same pbopor-tion from uncoagulated blood. The 

ate indices given in the experiments py the fluid of an - 

clotted blood were found to be .67, .72, 1.05. 1 was not 

satisfied in each instance that clotting was entirely pre- 

vented, thit exact measurements required in the experiment 

causing delay in the mixing. One cannot say if the process 

of decalcification which inhibits clotting may or may not 

otherwise ir.flunce the relationship of the corpusèles to 

the plasma. Looking at the matter as a whole there seemsto 

be ground for the supposition that for the "opscnic ",as for 

the previously known anti- bacterial properties , the shed 

blood is no wholly reliable criterion for the circulating 

plasma. 

The next important point is that of the specificity of 

the opsonins. Little has been done in this connection and 

such experiments as have Peen described have been sc lacking 

in details as to minimise their value. Bulloch (2 ) and 

MacDonald f3 ) have reported experiments to show that there 

is a specific opsonir. for every organism. ,rhey do not state 

whether their tests were made on serum of healthy: or infect- 
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ed persons. mhe general principle of experiment has been 

to digest serum with various organisms and to show that the 

index is reduced for each of such organisms but remains 

normal for any other. In my own experience tests made in 

thik way on serum must .be unsatisfactory as it is difficult 

to absorb all the active substances vita any practicable 

quantity of washed bacteria. I have added to normal serum 

about hall its bulk of tubercle powder and failéd to get 

lower indices than .45, .53, and .60 . Yet MacDonald in the 

single saturation experiment he describes obtained indices 

of .10 fcr pneumococcus and .13 for staphylococcus on testing 

serum for these organisms after successively digesting it 

with a thick suspension cf the coccus. The nature of the 

suspensions is not stated but cultural by- products might 

readily account for an-inhibition of phagocytosis. With .but 

little to support it, the almost incredi.bde theory has been 

adopted that in no:nnal serum there exist these specific 

opsonins for each organisms. Whether this is a really 

specific or merely generic peculiarity has Afó;G remained a 

speculation. Such an idea is subversive of all our formed 

opinions regarding all anti -bacterial substances. That these 

are specially elaborated in response to an infection and 

vary in their degree of specificity (cf. bacteriol.ysins and 

agglutinins) is of course well known. 

With the knowledge gained from experiments with diluted 

sera, I decided to perform a number of absorption experi- 
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ments using diluted serum so that there should be no difficulty 

in ensuring complete absorption if desired. If one dilutes 

serum of a healthy person to a point where the phagocytic 

index .begins to fallaway testing it against any .bacterium A, 

and then adds to the diluted serum_im powder form , so as nát 

to upset the degree of dilution, a small amount of a washed 

.bacterium B, no matter what this latter is, one finds the 

index to .bacterium A drop, till depending on the amount of 

absorption it reaches vanishing point. ere specific opson- 

ins present -in normal -serum for bacterium, the index should 

theoretically be unaffected .by the addition of washed bac- 

terium B. If we repeat this test using the serum of a 

.patient suffering frog en infection doe to bacterium A and 

test the indices similarly obtained for A, providéng that 

A and B are not the same, one finds that the index is not 

reduced to the same extent as with the healthy control serum 

but a certain reduction does take place. It is evident then 

that the infected individual's serum contains some supsta.ncé 

which is not present in the healthy person's and is of a 

specific character. -in respect of bacterium A, while there is 

a substance common to both healthy and - infected sera.acted 

upon by bacterium B whatever that be. In other words, there 

is a general anti -bacterial substance or opsonin t040i ri 

ß Mt W40%40 common to both sera, and a specific anti- 

bacterial substance or cpsonir_.feculiar to the infected 

serum, and the specificity of course is relative to the 

infection. 

F'i 
SO), 

ti ti 1.114 Rr,4 

L11413LV 
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To give a phactical application of this proposition, we 

test the indices for tubercle of a healthy person and a 

tuberculous patient. The tuberculous patient gives an 

index of 1.2 as against the healthy control. Diluting %SA 

each serum to a sixth of its strength does not affect thif 

resulting ,count for the .healthy person, that of the tuber- 

culous is reduced so that the relative indices are now 1: 

and .97. Cn adding to the tubercle suspension some Bacillus 

Coli in dry powder we again test the results and find the 

actual counts reduced in both cases, but the healthy persobt 

diluted serum. gives a relatively lower count than the tuber- 

culous one's. The patient's index now got on comparing the 

diluted sera acted on by the B.Coli is 1.81. The average 

counts for the control have been 35, 35.5, and 5.5 bacteria 

per thirty cells in the no:imal, the diluted, and the treate 

diluted serum preparations respectively; those for the t.sbe 

culous person have been 42, 34.5,' and 10 respectively. TT 

is apparent then that the Bacillus Coli has absorbed some- 

thing from both the sera, that is to say, the General Opson 

in, but that the tuberculous person's serum contains some- 

thing which has not been affected .4 it. R,his result would 

have corresponded had we substituted any organism, other than 

tubercle for the B.Cc.i. The serum in the presence of a 

non -tuberculous infection does not act in this way, and if 

the infection is general or severe it not infreguently hap- 

pens that the relative index is st'_ll more reduced.than the 

control. The reaction affords then a means of 
recognizing 
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the existence of specific opsoninsin an infected serum, 

and at the same time of enabling one to state that such 

specific substances do not exist preformed 'in normal serum; 

they however appear in healthy serum as the result of an 

inoculation of a corresponding organism. A series of 110 

such experiments are given -in a Table in the section on 

Diagnosis, to which purpose the method has been applied wit 

success. We have now reasons to believe that -in respect of 

their spicificity the "opsonitrs" are analogous in their 

occurrence to the other anti -bacterial substances with 

which we are familiar. 

The source of their formation is still obscure. In an 

earlier part of this Section, when discussing inherent 

phagocytosis, i indicated the evidence in favour of some 

vital action of the leucocytes in producing phagocytic act- 

ive substances -in salene solution -in vitro. Employing the 

method just described, I endeaveured to determine whether 

such were tc be found in the saline after suf'iicient time 

had elapsed-for their formation. Iwo set_: -o'] experiments 

were accordingly made. Tn the first leucocytes and a saline; 

susptinsion of tubercle bacilli were mixed and kept for 2 

hours at blood heat, then centrifuged and the supernatant 

fluid tested, taking the place of serum in an ordinarr3 

phagocytic mixture. It was found to show a slight phago- 

cytic pordr, whereas fluid used as a control from a similar 

mixture centrifuged at once btt not kept or incnbated, had 

phactically no action. Dilution of the fluid0 with-five 
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times its bulk of saline did not reduce the index. On treat - 

ing it and the similarly diluted control ser)trn with B.Goli 

the effect on the fluid was slight compared with that on 

the serum, indicating the presence of specific anti -sub- 

stances (vide Table XVII -). in the other experiment the sup 

natant fluid so obtained at the end of 2 hours was added to 

a normalt serum, and testing it with tubercle raised thh index 

to .1.15. A cartrol test made with supernatant fluid from a 

D.Coli- leucocryte mixture added to the serum ac far from 

raising the- indeg, reduced it to .87 (vide same Table). 

These experiments would seem to demonstrate the formation by 

leucocytes in contact with bacilli -Of it vitro of defensive 

substances of a specific character, which would explain the 

progressive iucrease observed in inherent phagocytosis, and 

serves to answer the aestion brought forwa.rdin that con- 

nection. 

Of the chemical and physical constitution of opsonins 

little is known. night and others hold that they are dis- 

tinct from all other substances previously known. This view 

is chiefly based on observations on heated -sera. ñe claims 

that on testing a normal serun heated to 600 3 for 10 min- 

utes practically all phagocytosis is abolished, whereak ser 

of infected bloods retain their special opsoni : property. 

Dean(4 ) on the other hand states that in normal serum also 

he has obtained evidence of the presence of thermostabile 

substances. -itis has been also my own experience. Those 

who hold the% fcrmer view argue that this repuded thermo- 

lability separates opsonins from the group ofanti- bacterial 
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substances corresfonding to the amboceptorsand complement 

or/fixatives and cytase as Metchnikoff entitles them. But 

although 60° or even55° is sufficient to destroy the latter 

of thte two elements of this group, a temperature of 70° is 

necessary to destroy the more staple amboceptor. Quite 

possibly howerter in respect of phagocytosis the destruction 

of the one element at 60° wopild suffice to interfere with 

the full acti,cr on the bacteria which would result in their 

ingestion by the leuccytes. gy on experience, though lim 
and is 

ited has tended try confirm Dean's view that normal serum 

heated tic 55° or 6 Cp C for half an hour may still retain so e 

distinct power of infludncing phagocytosis, being never 

reduced below .21 and reaching as high as .48, much higher 

levels than recordedfor the control with saline for 

inherent phagocytosts. Of course if ketchnikoff's opinion 

be admitted that the complement or cytacse is closely bou.rd 

up witti the leucocytes, then such experimental results are 

quite comprehensible, as the fixatives are still undestroyed 

in the ser),m. 

Some further experiments Iha:ae made with heated sera 

seem to i.rtroduce another feature, namely that sera heated 

sufficiently to reduce their phagocytic power have an in- 

hibitive altior_ on the powers of normal unheated serum to 

induce phagocytosis( vide Table XVIII. ). It is ssen on a 

study of these experiments that serum heated to 55° C and 

added to normal serum results in reducing thh -index to .5, 

while sernlm heated to 70° C added tc normal serum diminished 
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the count also but only to .70 or .68. This suggests that 

toxic products are the result of heating which may act ir. 

an inhibitory manner on phagocytosis. 

Another series of experiments are here included (ride 

Table XIX.) as presenting-indications that opsonins are of 

compound type. iiormal serum is ,heated to 55 or 60° G f >er 

half an hour and gives a considerably reduced index to tuber 

ole. Another portion of serum has added to it a quantity 

of tubercle powder, which is after a t:me clentrifuged clear. 

This is tested and gives an almost equally low count. ON 

combining these two. preparations in equal amount the index 

is found to be much higher than the average of their separ- 

atE indices. To ensure a more complete absorption of op- 

sonin than in the last method which was also tested with 

serlcm of a tuberculous individual with similar result:, nor-L 

serum diluted with saline 1 in 4 was taken as a control 

and another portion diluted i -in 4 with a suspension of 

B.Ooli in saline. The index as against the diluted serum 

as control was only .25. On addiug serum heated as before, 

the count rose tsc .7G . These results pro,,ide strong 'evid- 

ence of a dual nature 'in the constitution off opsonins. If 

we take the heated serum to represent fixative witho >t:t 

cytase, the bacteria- treated serum would represent cytase -in 

excess less fixative - absorbed by the bacterial receptors. 

This latter preparation was added to hydrocele fluid,africh 

by itself gave an index of .15. The combination gave an 

index of .47. If we look on hydrocele fluid as representing 
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an approach to blood plasma, it would be expected like the 

heated serum tc contain the free fixatives without cytase. 

Recently 1uir and Martin (5 ) have reported connincing 

experiments which demonstrate that the.,.ombinationsof re- 

ceptor + immune -body ( amboceptor) obtained from various 

sources are capable of absorbing opsonic substance from semn 

as if it were complement. 

It cannot be said then that the argument against the 

amboceptor-complement theory of opsonins is in any way com- 

plete. '';right and Douglas (6 ) have stated in regard to 

experiments on the phagocytosis of Cholera and Typhoid 

bacilli that the spherulation due to the well known bacteri- 

olytic action of serum on these organisms was observable 

in bmth intra- and extra -cellular organisms, and that bacilli 

normal in outline were also cfound in both situations. They 

deduce from this that the spherulatiscn of the bacteria is 

due to the action cf the blood serum, not of the leucocytes 

to which it had iibeen ascribed. But they ignore the vital 

distinction between blood plasma and serum. Nevertheless 

they use thi.E Yí as an argument in favour of the view that 

opsonins are substances clearly separated from the bacterio- 

lysins. Yet the same writers 47' ) have elsewhere previously 

stated that "it would seem probable that the bacteriolytic, 

bactericidal, and bacte rio- opsonic effects exerted by the 

blood -plasma are each in their degree manifestations of a 

digestive exerted by the blood plasma on bacteria brought 
in 

contact with them ". This indeed seems to me to be the f a54í 
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most natural view to take of the matter in the light of our 

present knowledge. It is extremely probable that all these 

three anti- bacterial actions are one and the same thing, 

and that they lead to the same result, phagocytosis, and 

that .it 'is merely a coincidence that certain.. organisms, such 

as typhoid and cholera.e, already before ingestion begin to 

show the digestive action of the fluid surrounding them, 

whose opsonic power, as T have indicated, can originate 

from the leucocyte_: in vitro. If this, is so it may be anti- 

cipated that the chemical and physical nature of the opsonic 

substances so- called corresponds to that of the other antid 

bacterial bodies of compound type. 

Even with a knowledge of the composition of opsonins, wé 

should still be without full comprehension of the meaning 

of the phagocytic'index. One has only to recall the obser- 

ved facts with rebard to the dilutions of the three contri- 

buting factors wh°jch are permissible without nécessarily 

disturbing the index appreciamly, to perceive that the 

question why indiges should vary so markedly tails to be 

answered by the statement that one serum contains more 

epsonin than another. As I have already pcinted out all 

sera are characterised by the possession of a general sub- 

stance of tiTis nature, capable of acting on all varieties 

of bacteria, and infected sara possess a substance of a 

specific nat re in addition and yet the infected serum may 

contribute a very low index. As I shall detail later on 
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T have never :failed to obtain evidence of these specific 

substances in any case of undoubted infection, whatever its 

extent, and Ibwever low an indeÌ the semi] might exhibit. 

One feature too possessed by infected sera is also noteworthy 

and that is that with progressive dilutions their indices 

tend to fall away much more rapidly than do tiose of normal 

sera. Evidently a factor of quality as well as quantity 

is present. 

The The only explanatis>n of the diminution in an index 

which the amount of opsonin cannot explain that presents 

itself to me is that there exists in infected sera some 

toxic substance which 'inhibits t,be phagocytic action. This 

presumably would find its origin in the focus of disease, 

and must be either anti -opsom c or anti-phagocytic. In the 

former - supposition it would act prejudicially on the opson- 

ins combining with them presumably and.neutralisimg them,.., 

but in this case owe would not expect to find an-S free 

specific opsonin in the.serom as one does. There remains 

then the ant- phagocytih theom. This implies an action 

on the leucocytes restricting their.acti.cn, the antithesis 

indeed of the stimulins which some writers postulate the 

existence of. 

Some experiments have been carried out to enable one ttx 

judge how far bacterial toxic substances may be able to 

interfere with phagocytosis. Diphtheria tcxin seemed tic 

offer the best test. Table X X. shows some results obtained 

of 
by adding it to a phagocytic mixture of a healthy and°a tub- 
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The interesting resalt is obtained that the toxin inhibits 

phagocytosis as shown in the lowered index and that its 

action is greater in the diphtheria bacillus tests, appar- 

ently it has a degree of selective action. Another experi- 

ment shows the diminution in the index od a patient under 

treatment with Beraneck'ie Tuberculin ( a chemical extract of 

the tubercle bacillus) lon adding some of the t)lberculin to 

the preparation. 

If this toxic theory is adopted it wonld imply that the 

phagocytic index of all infected serum is reduced to an ex- 

tent depending on the amount present, but there are of course 

cases of low index-alsO due to an actually diminished quan- 

tity of opsonin as a ccntributorv; effect. Further inves- 

tigati;cn of this toxic action is required. sufficient-indi- 

cations are however available to warrant the idea that-in 

testing the "opsozric -index" we are not really obtaining a 

nomerical estimation of the amount of opsonin present in the 

blood as has been generally supposed. 
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The discovery by Leishman of a quantitive method of es- 

timating the phagocytic power of the blood has led to the 

inauguration of a greatly extended application of the em- 

ployment of bacterial inoculations in the treatment of in- 

fective disease. As elaborated Dy Wright it is claimed to 

have furnished a means of regulating with scientific accur- 

acy the effects of such inoculations and of enabling one to 

avoid any evil results from a purely empirical dosage. it 

has led to their adoption in many diseases -where not previ- 

ously thought of, and theoretically admits of the use with 

perfect safety of inoculations in all cases in which we can 

isolate the causal bacterium. 

At present the preparations of bacterial suspensions 

obtainable for the purpose commercially are very limited., 

I propose therefore in Section I to deal with the method of 

preparation and the circumstances affecting their"activit`. 

In Section II I shall discuss the effects observable in 

the phagocytic index as the result of inoculation,and in 

Section III the application of inoculations and the estimat- 

ion of the index iLr Weir various aspects. 
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PREPARATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF SUSPENSIONS 

FOR INOCULATIONS. 

in the case of tabercle there is little trouble as sus 

pension, in the two forms of Tuberrthulin are readily obtain- 

able. The one is Tuberculin R (Rest), the other is Tubercu- 

lin B.. ( Bazillen- Emulsion). In the former the bacillary 

bodies from a culture are washed in distilled water which 

removes the extra -cellular prcducts of growth and constitutes 

Tuberculin 0, a fluid possessing the same qualities as the 

"old ", original Tuberculin preparation. The centrifuged de- 

posit consisting then of the washed bodies of the bacilli 

goes to form the Tuberculin R when made up in 20% glycerine 

and standardised to contain 10 milligrammes of solid sub- 

stance in 1 c.c. Tuberculin b.E. is a suspension of the 

tubercle bacilli from a culture in equal parts of glycerine 

and distilled water. It is standardisedto contain 5 milli - 

grammes of solid substance to 1 c.c. Both preparations 

keep indefinitely as sent out. Tuberculin R is the prepara- 

tion of election for inoculations made in relation to the 

phagocytic index. i +e aim at producing an immunity to the 

bacteria of infection. We are not at present justified in 

attempting to obtain an active immunity to bacterial exo -tox- 

ins as we do not know how this should be carried out. We 

should avoid therefore the injection. of extra -cellular pro- 

ducts and other possibly toxic substances contained in cul- 
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ture media. The general princifle adopted for preparin;i 

Tuberculin i should, I believe, be applied to other bacteriál 

suspensions. I propose therefore to detail the method I now 

adopt for this purpose. 

In the first place thì bacteria should be actively path- 

ogenic if we would produce an active immunisation. This is 

not always easily assured. Some organisms, such as tubercle, 

are wonderfully stable in continued sub -cultures. Others 

and probably most of those we are likely to regúire are 

characterised by earls loss of pathogenicity. This is parti- 

cularly common to coccal fords and even staphylococci, though 

very persistent in growth in sub -cultures , may soon lose 

their capacity of producing infection. Jr the case then of 

the less stable organisms a large number of culture tubes 

should be inoculated direct from a focus of infection in 

man or animal when a pure culture can beat once counted on. 

If there, is risk of mixed infection one makes a growth on 

the medium most suitable for the growth of the particular 

organism required and as soon as ever it appears (within 

24 or_A8 hours)if possible) one institutes the requiste 

number of sub- cultures on the most suitable medium, and if 

these are pure the suspension is made from them when still 

young as soon as free growth has occurred. As the culture 

grows the number of dead an involuted forms increases 
and 

diminishes its value. 

Whethe.i a fluid or solid medium is employed does not 

matter inn itself. The fauid medium has the advantage of 

being itself steril 
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being itself sterilisable before being dealt with; if the 

solid medi,i.m is agar thi growth must first be removed and 

with solid media there is more trouble obtaining ite growth. 

+he methods for collecting the growth and bringing it to its 

final form as a dry powder are exactly those pre?ziously de- 

tailed in Section I, pages 10 and 11; it is only here further 

necessary to refer to the sterilisation. +his is a matter 

not fully :worked out yet. There is no doubt that in the 

case of certain bactia heating beyond a particular degree 

destroys the power of the organism to incite the formation 

of immunising substances. Sterility of the suspension is 

'j essential.of course. The best rule to adopt is probably 

to sterilise for the minimum time that is required to kill 

off the organism, unless where 

stabile in this respect. my own experience enables me to 

state that in the case of tubercle, staphylococci, and strep- 

tococci at least, steam at 1000 c or even higher under 

sure in the autoclave does not influence prejudicially the 

reaction they produce er the benefit derived from tdeir use. 

Leishman (8 ) has recently reported a study of this point 

in regard to the E.Typhi. and considers poor results in 

anti- typhoid inoculation may have been due in some instances 

to over -heating the vaccine. He accordingly recommends 

that the temperature used be reduced to the minimum degree 

which would ensure death in one hour, viz. 530 C. 

As the regulation of temperatures below b (biling point 

is difficult and the amount of heat used may have so much 

significance, and extended investigation of the problem 
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in relation to all likely organisms is much to be desired. 

The follouing list may be of use showing the temperatures 

necessary tit insure death of various bacteria: - 

Staphylococcus Pyogenes, 70° G moist heat, rapidly: 

80° C dry heat in 1 hour. 

B.Pestás 55 -60° C in 1 hour: 

B.Typhi 53° G in 1 hour; 

B.Anthracis, spore free, 60° G moist heat rapidly; 

80° G 7) 
in 1 minute 

sporebearing 100° C in various lengths of 

time: 

B.Tetami 100° C in 30 minutes: 

V. ;holerae 55° in 1 hour, 

1,-10° C in 10 minutes: 

ö. iallei h 6 in 10 minutes 

ri.Ciphtheriae 60° G rapidly: 

b.luberculosis 600 C in 35 -6G minutes 

70° ; in 10 minutes. 

To make up the suspensi3cn, the dried powder finally ob- 

tained is weighed in a chemical balance, the larger the 

quantity taken the smaller naturally is the margin if error 

in the weighing, which must be very accurate. lioughly 

speaking a dozen culture tubes wifl furnish about 2 millig- 

rammes of dry powder in the case of such feeble growths as 

streptococci, about double that amount in the case of more 

profuse growths such as staphylococci or B.Coli. 

The weighed quantity desired is placed in a mortar (or 

it may be weighed in this) and is ground up thoroughly till 
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reduced to the finest possible powder, so as to ensure the 

maximum degree of uniformity in the suspension. A single 

drop of normal saline solution is added and the rubbing 

continued to form a paste. This ds repeated till the turbid 

fluid is uniform and can be removed from the mortar. some 

fresh saline is added to remove the final traces and the 

whole is now made up with saline to the desired strength 

for the concentrated stcgk suspension. I prefer to stan- 

dardise this to the strength of .1 milligramme per 1 c.c. 

From this stock the required dilutions for inoculations are. 

prepared. This is a suitable strength also to make up the 

Tuberculin preparations tc before further dilution. The 

original are too concentrathd to allow of accurate final 

dilutions being made directly from it. 

It is now desirable to immediately sterilise the stock 

suspension at the proper temperature in a flask with rubJer 

stopper, whereafter it mal,, be kept indefinitely. to make 

up the final dilutions, with a sterilised graduated 1 c.c. 

pipette a definite quantity is withdrawn and dilated. If 

1 c.c. be made up to 50 c.c. we obtain a fluid containing 

.002 mg. per 1 c.c., or, if . 5c. c. is taken, a fluid con- 

taining .001 mg. per 1 c.c. These are ira the main the most 

suitable dilutions for use in the case of toberculin, the 

weaker one being used for children, to give a convenient 

amount of injection. I make up other organisms in the same, 

dilutions, but shall discuss the question of dosage in an- 

other Section. 
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It is usually recommended to dilute the tuberculin and 

suchlike with 20% glycerine in water, the object of this 

being to maintain sterility. This it does in pract ce to 

only a very limited extent and cannot pe relied on for more 

than a few days. -in addition I found that when injected 

subcutaneously not uncommonly a red, painful swelling resul- 

ted which had all the appearances of threatening abscess 

formation, hough however suppuration newer ,occurred. ï. 

decided soon therefore to employ only normal saline (.9 %), 

and to preserve the sterility of the dilutions i now add a 

few drops of chloroform to each flask. If shaken up well 

every few days and renewed when evaporated, suspensions 

can to kept for weeks and months. They can of course alter- 

natively be sterilised by heat each time after use, and in 

the case of tuberculin and staphylococcus I have not found 

any loss of potenly from repeated steam ster_l isation, but 

the chloroform method is quite as efficacious and much less 

troublesome. he chloroform sinks to the bottom andis 

avoided when filling the hypodermic syringe and whatever 

small quantity is presert in solution gives rise to not the 

slightest discomfort. 

For the stock suspensions it is better to rely on the 

original sterilisation and subsequent avoidance of infection, 

but the chloroform can be used for this also if desired. 

to each of the flasks of stock and dilute suspensions a num- 

ber of small glass balls or beads should be added. These 

serve on shaking to remove any deposit of bacteria collected 
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t the bottom and also to disperse the chloroform. 

I make a practice of giving the injections intramuscu- 

larly selecting for choice the triceps about a couple of 

inches above its insertion in the olocranon so as to save 

the patient the necessity of stripping. The skier is cleansed 

with wool staked in methylated spirit or ether. Then the 

patient's arm is OtY16 bent to a right angle and gripped 

with one hand tc steady it while with the other the needle 

is plunged sharply at right angles to the skin into the 

muscle. The needle should be short enough to avoid 

striking against the bone . The patient then flexes and 

extends the elbow vigorously half a dozen times to diiiperse' 

the injection. Given in this way and using a fine deedle the 

procedure is hardly felt and in some hundreds of injections) 

given with the precautions described, 1 have not once seen 

any subsequent mishap. 'keyond occasional feeling of "stiff- 

ness" in the arm .no local discomfort has at any time been 

complained of. 

The method described for the preparations of the sus- 

pensions is essentially different from that commonly in use, 

which consists in taking a bouillon culture of the organism 

and standardising it by counting the number of caztained 

bacteria per cubic millimetre. This enumeration is carried 

out by using en ingenious method of Wright'S, as follows, 

A thorough mixture is made with a marked pipette of definite 

quantities of freshly drawn blood and the bacterial Iulture. 

A smear film is made of the mixture and stained. The numbe 
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of red blood corpuscles and -of bacteria io series of con- 

secutive fields is counted and taking the number of erÿth- 

rocytes to the cubic millimetre at five million as a stan- 

dard the number of bactera per c.c. iT.readily calculated. 

In practice this method is not always satisfactory owing to 

to the erratic results obtained, partly due to the occorrezice 

of clumps of organisms and to other techh cal sources of 

error. But the main objection to the method lies, I consid- 

er, in the use of a bouillcn culture which contains possibly 

toxic and in any case undesirable by- products. Cases in 

which such preparations are employed suffer not inf reguently 

afterwards from disagreeable symptoms such as headache and 

malaise lasting for it may be some days. The large doses 

often given of such preparations for prophylactic and thera- 

peutic purposes may ag.g avete the effects. Eut such results 

I hare never known of from washed bacterial suspensiois even 

in large quantities. A feeling of lassitude on the day of 

injectiomi or that following is sometimes felt, but nothing 

more. 

Two preparations of Staphylococcus pyogenes, one od 

Aureus, the other of Aureus, Cit- 

reus and Albus combined, are obtainable commercially. They 

coniist of cultures standardised to contain 1,000 millions 

of cocci, equal to 0.1 mg, cf dry substance 'tier 1 c.c. Sus - 

pensions of B.Typhi and V.Choltirae are also obtainable. The 

former contains 1.700 million bacteria per 1 c.c. or 0.2 mg. 

of dried substance. 



RECTION II.. 

EFFECTS ßF' INOCULATIO.NS ON-THE FHAGOCYTIC 

INDEX. 

Much of the claim. advanced for the importance of regu- 

lating therapeutic inoculations on the results shown by thei 

phagocytic indek is based on arguments relating to the fall!' 

which has been observed to take place as the first change 

noticed in that index - the negative phase as it has been 

termed. This phase has been assumed to be a constant occur- 
_ 

rence and to cerrespond to a lowered degree of immunity or 

,indeed a greater susceptibility to infection. That this 01 

phase of fall does not occur in healthy people as a result 

of the therapeutic doses of bacterial suspensions which 

h produce it in infected person's has been demonstrated in 

more recent times by Stewaut and the writers 9 idand by 

ìraser(1o). Its restriction to infected persons has in fac 

been applied to the diagnosis of the existence of an iufec- 
in 

tion. The reaction is specific so far as the inoculation 

of a bacterium only produces a negative phase in a person 

infected with that particular bacterium and does not pro- 

duce a fall in tests made with other organisms with /the 

,patient is not infected. The negative phase is followed by 

a positive phase which latter is also produced in a healthy 

Person. 

A few writers have called attention to the existerce od 

a delay in the occurrence of the negative phase or eyen a 

slight preliminary rise, described as a pre- negati.rNe 
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slight preliminary rise, described as a pre- negative phase. 

These e oentricities have been attributed to the influence 

of variations in the index occurring so constantly la: an 

infected person and directly dependent on the disease ob- 

structing the natural sequence of events consequent on an 

inoculation. 6o far as I am aware all such observations 

have been based on day -to -day estimations of the index and 

no study has been made of its more immediate effects. The 

time of occurreince of the negative phase, its rapidity cf 

,onset, its duration, the rapidity of the development od tle 

positive phase, and its duration are very variable features. 

As a rule the negative phase shows itself 24 or 48 hours 

at latest after inoculation. The fall has been observed to 

be an average minimum of .2, but of a 

high_index to show a greater descent than a moderate one. 

The lowest indiceá may fail to show much difference. here 

it is possible that the factor of inherent phagocytosis 

plays a part. Tf for example on .one day :the inherent phago- 

cytosis reaches .5, one would hardly expect the serum phago- 

cytosis to result any lower even if a lower index were anti- 

cipated. One has fourd however that this can indeed occur 

and the factor of circulat :ng toxins previously suggested 

seems to alone afford explanation. 

the negative phase after an initial inoculation usually 

passes of( rapidly. Normally a rise from the lowest point 

is shown in 72 hours, though it may have begun to show its- 

elf as early as 48 hours. before it rises so high as to 
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pass the primary index and enter what is known as the posi- 

tive phase is a more irregular period and depends largely 

on the extent of the fall. The positive phase usually lasts 

for a matter of ten days to three weeks. Subsequent inocu- 

lations however do not necessarily exhibit the same course 

cf events. The negative phase mam not appear; -the pcsitine 

phase may not be so long, or on the other hand, and this s 
commonly noticed when repeated inoculations have been given] 

at short intervals even without superimposing acy of them 

in a negative phase, the fall that ensues is of uncommonly 

long duration, extending even for some weeks. 

Wright observed that inoculations of New Tuberculin 

given at short intervals to a case of tuberculous cystitis 

on the original empirical plan every few days with steady 

augmentation cf the dose, resulted in a progressive "cumu- 

lation in the direction of the negative phase" in respect 

of the agglutinative power of the blood which almost disap- 

peared. The patient at the same time showed clinically a 

progressive decline. He seems to have assumed that a simi- 

lar cumulation of negative phases in the phagocytic index 

would also occur, but so far as I am aware this has not 

been ever actually demonstrated. In cases in which I have 

inoculated in the negative phase with increasing but compar- 

atively small doses(up to.604 mg. Tuberculin R.), I have 

not found the index fall to zero or much below the primary 

index and it has even risen slightly shortly after a subse- 
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anent injection of a smaller dose. üowever this theory as 

to the cumulation of negative phases has been universally 

accepted. Wright accordingly enunciated the view that the 

phagocytic indek being, an indication of the powers of res- 

istance of the patient, all inoculative procedures require 

to be controlled by estimations of the index to avoid super- 

imposition of negatirve phases and coincidently prejudice 

instead of advanct the patient's recovery. It has also been 

suggested that the untoward results observed with the Old 

Tuberculin given on the empirical methods of dosage of hoch 

were to be explained in this way. I would here merely pre- 

mise that while many cases were undoubtedly harmed by this 

treatment and perhaps few were improved, a certain propor- 

tion did benefit from both Old and New Tuberculin, and one 

can refer to cases accurately recorded where satisfactohy 

recoverrl must have co- existed with this super -imposition of 

of negative phases, looking, at them in the light of our 

present knowledge (11). I would also further mention that 

the Old Tuberculin is not a preparation of bacterial bodies 

but of their extra -cellular products and is well calculted, 

especially in the large doses formerly administered, to have 

inhibited the phagocytic properties displayed by the blood 

of patient's treated with it in the manner in which I have 

previously shown toxins to act in vitro. It is also worthy 

of attention that laboratory methods of producing immunity 

and anti -sera have been given on what one may call 
purely 
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mathematical principles of dosage and yet have not failed 

to produce the desired issue. 

A consideration of the mechanism of the effects of in -. 

oculation would seem to demand some study. As I have al- 

ready mentioned no observations have been published as to 

the immediate changes occurring, that is to say within 24 

hours. That changes of a marked character do occur within 

a surprisingly short space of time has proved on examination 

to be the case. I have had the opportunity in several 

occasions of testing the blood.at periods of i., 3, 6,and 18 

hours after inoculation of small doses such as .002 mg. of 

bacterial dry substances. Here one has to take into con- 

sideration normal diurnal variations, and accordingly con- 

trols have been made at corresponding times of day. some 

charts are shown on Table M. illustrating the early indices 

of healthy and infected individuals following tubercle and 

staphylococcal ingections. It is atonce apparent that both 

classes show a rapid and almost immediate formation of 

active substances, $b Alwat commencing as early as one hour 

after intramuscular injection, reaching a very high degree 

by the end of six hours, árid in both classes falling away 

again so that in 24 hours the infected persor shows the gent 

'erally recognized negative phase, while the healthy person 

¡shows a phase of fall bJt which does not pass below 
his 

previous normal even if it practically reaches it. dhis fall 

in each class is followed by a slower rise but usually 
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several days elapse before the index reaches t he height 

which it showed in the first few hours after inoculation. 

Ihis observation has to my mind a very important bearing 

en the whole subject,and our attitude toward the signifi- 

cance.of the negative_lphase. It demonstrates that the blood 

changes are very quickly put into action and this corresponds 

to what I have described in a previous Section as taking 

place in vitro, but more significant is the indication that 

an infected person is capable of forming the phagocytic 

active substances just as readily and probably just as com- 

pletely as the uninfected indirlidual. It has been assumed 

that the infected person is slaver of producing the anti- 

bacterial substances and at first exhibits a condition of 

what one may call shock in his blood- mechanism which render 

him a still easier prey to attack. Scch obser'tations as I 

have recorded place/ the problem in a totally deferent 

light. Possibly the pre -negative rise noticed by some 

writers on the day after inoculation is explained by a 

greater persistence than usual of the early positive phase: 

but if so, sofar from being an eicentric accidental feature 

it is merely a manifestation of an, in my judgment, practi- 

cally constant occurrence. 

The explanation of the phenomena however is not at all 

obvious. Let us compare t,e sequence of events in the two 

cases. In the healthy individual we find, 
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lst.An immediate rapid rise in the index of about öO% 

occurring in a few hours. 

2nd.P. fall which does not pass lower than the normal 

line. 

3rd. A gradual rise occupying days. 

4th.A maintained high level. 

ñth.A gradual fall to the original normal. 

In the infected individual we find the same result with the 

exceOtion that the 2nd. occurrence is a fall which passes 

below the individual's normal level, i.e. the negative 

phase. This alone is the one essential difference in the 

indices. The one essential distinctive feature in the in- 

dividuas t,hemsel es is a focus or foci cf disease contain - I 

ing the specific organisms andtheir products. The simolestl 

way of explaining the index phenomena is therefore to assume 

that the specific substances formed in the blood each 

case are absorbed by the disease focus in the infected 

person, whereas in the healthy one, there being no area 04 

of absorption, they remain free in the blood. I have applied 

the method of recognizing the specific anti- bodies in the 

serum to cases inoculated with the corresponding bacterium, 

and as apeneral rule have found that while the healthy con- 

tains none such prior to inoculation, they are always 

found subsequently so long as the effect persists; in the 
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infected case cn the other hand while the negative phase is 

in evidence these substances disappear largely or whcll,y 

from the blood. Table XX. shows some charts representing 

the ordinary phagocytic indeg and the specific index of 

absorption which in their daily relationships indicate the 

presence or absence of specific anti- bodies according as 

the specific indek is higher or lower than the normal index. 

That the early rise in the healthy person diminishes 

quickly, suggests that the substances may be excreted or 

destroyed but that would apply later on with equal force, 

so this sole explanation cannot well be upheld. It may be 

that the destruction of the tomati.c bacterial substances 

which presumable soon- ensues on their injection, leads to 

the liberation of toxic matter in the blood. what this can 

inhibit phagocytosis in the index estimations is hardly 

probable, when we Ionsider the relatives proportions of the 

extremely mmnute dose of bacteria and the total mass cf 

blood plasma, but it is quite conceivable that they may so 

act on the body tissues (whether leucocytes or not matters 

little) that the continued formation of anti- substances is 

temporarily diminished and the facto of excretion can here 

now play a part ininfluencing the index, till such time as 

accomodaticn of the tissues again conincides with a rising, 

index. Certainly one cantake it for granted that excretion 

or destruction of the specif ie substances ocmirs, for their 

persistence in a healthy person who has no bacterial focus 



to absorb them, is only of short duration. Possibly the 

disappearance of the positive phase corresponds to the com- 

plete destruction of the bacteria and thh, less of stimula- 

tion. 

This theory of- inhibition applied to the healthy person 

is also applicable to the infected, but while it may accouu 

in part for the áïá;11 in the index, it does not serve to sho 

why the indeYpasses se uniformly below the normal level. 

There is hexe no reason for increased excretion of anti -bed 

ies; we must consider then the possibility, of an increased 

absorption or else a specially diminished production. In 

the latter case we must assume that the normal production 

of anti -bodies, which I have shown; are slc 3.onstently pres- 

ent ininfections is diminished as well as that consegnent 

on the 
- inoculation. in thiF former case we must postulate 

some local reaction in the lesion which perhaps in the form 

of a hyperaem_ta is followed by increased access of blood 

plasma tc the site of bacterial infeVion, or it may be 

that on the amboceptor theory as to the nature of opsonins 

the combination of bacterial receptor + greatly augmented 

amount of immune -body leads to such absorption of comple- 

ment from the blood that its index is for the time being, 

diminisied.. Finally there remains the possibility of a 

local reaction such as I have suggested leading to increased 

aua.ntit'ies of toxic material from the part passing 'lilts. the 

circulation and exhibiting there intibitive action in the 

pkagocytic preparations. Here we enter a region of taeory 
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which only extended inr \estigation is likely to throw light 

upon. 

it is commonly stated that the development of the posi- 

tive phase is accompanied by a feeling od well -being. I have 

very frequently heard spontaneous recognition of this sensa- 

g 
tion during the. occurrence of a ma 

nrkeed,,phative 

se. 'phis is per- 

fectly plausible when we consider that the disease focus'hac 

been early bathed .in a flow of blood rich in antibodies. 

On the other band while the improved condition of health 

associated with the positive phase may be attributable. to 

the effects already produced. in the lesion, thereis no 

reason apparent why thisis dependent on the existence of 

a large suppdy of anti -bodies circulating freely in the bhcgd 

as shco,n by the high indeÌ, for 'Weir presence there is an 

indication of excess beyond what the diseased tissues can 

or do absorb. h feeling of weel -being , I consider, is 

much more likely to be due to the neutralisation of toxic 

substances in the circulation than of unabsorbed anti- bodies; 

nor have I found this subjective symptom occurring in heal- 

thy persons who have been inoculated,. while then may readil 

suffer at first from malaise if the dose injected has been 

- considerable. 

It appears then tiat moth has to be learnt regarding 

the intimate nature of the mechanism of immunity to entitle 

us on something more than the flimsT: basis of our present 

knowledge to construct an elaborate scheme of active immun- 

isation such as that based on the estimation of the phagc- 

cytic index. 
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APPLICATIONS OF INOCULATIONS AND ESTI- 

iriATIONS OF THE PHAGOCYTIC INDEX. 

Etüt of the possibility of quantitatively estimating 

phag.ocytic capacitg has arisen a number of proposals for its 

application tá'diagnosis of infection. ,These are so far as 

published as follows:6 

1. The estrmati ou_'of . the pha.gocgt is index per "se. 

4,S.`lhe obseryation.cf variations in the indices afforded 

bg the blood and the fluid obtainable from effusions 

purulent or serous at the situ of disease. 

%.The observation of variations in the day- t.cdday indi- 

ces over a period of time. 

'4. The observation of the maintenance of the phagocytaic 

index in. heated serum of infected persons. 

R.::he observation of the effects on the phagocytic 

-index of an inoculation of the bacterium tested for. 

None of these methods can be said to be ideal. hone of thet 

attain to the simplicity of a diagnosis,.say, in tubercu- 

losi.f based on the occurrence of t>>bercle bacilli in the 

sputum. he first methhcd however, especially if îteishman's 

principle,be used, world be a fairlg simple procedure. ',Un- 

fortunately it is not an absolute, or often erNen a sugges- 

tive, method of diagnosis. This question has been recently 

dealt with in tw;c articles, one by Stewart jointly with the 
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writerl9 ), the other by !rases {io), so that I need not say 

much further about it. 

Indices aborNe or below the normal limits (. to 1.2) 

occur as stated in the former of the papers referred to 

in 1710% of cases of tubercle, that is to say as many normal 

as abnormal indices .are met with in tuberculous infections. 

of all kinds. That indices outside normal limits occur in 

non -- tuberculous people is not so generally recognized as 

the other fact mentioned. considerable number do occur, 

not .certainly in healthy persons, but in those suffering 

from diesease for the most part of a systemic or infective 

nature. In Table XXUI a list of some such cases showir. 

'abnormal indices to tubercle is given. No large number 

of similar statistics of tests with other organisms is 

I 
available but the analogy probably holds good. 

Practically all abnormal non -tuberculous cases show 

diminished indices. I have only in fact once sound a super - 

normal index which was 1.3, and might well admit of a tech- 

nical explanation such as a control lower than the meaai 

normal. such being the case then one might be inclined to 

consider that a super-normal -index to any particular organ- 

/ 

ism is diagnostic of an infection by that organism. when one 

appreciates however how relatiwely seldom this is found in 

infected persons, we must reluctantly admit that the esti- 

mation of the phagocytic index per se is insufficient to 

adopt as a means of diagnosis. 
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The secard method is based on the observation that an 

infected person's indek shows wide variations even if fall- 

ing wit}in the normal limits. +his necessitates extended 

examination over several days and assumes what one cannot 

ensure, an unvarying control, and a perfection of technique 

only attained with much experience. On +able X Xiv I show 

a series of results of the observations on a perfectly heal- 

thy person's blood tested from day .to day .against a control 

equally healthy. The first series were made by a worker 

without much experience, the second by the same worker after 

having gained experience and with improved technique. '(hey 

serve to show to what fallacies this meth;cd of diagnosis is 

exposed, increased no doubt in the case of tests with other 

organisms more difficult to estimate than tubercle. 

The third method, suggested,bp Wright and Keidl 12) is 

based on the observation that the index of the fluid from 

acentrifuged pathological effusion is poorer in active sub- 

stances than the same person's blood if tested with the or- 

ganism causing it. The method has not been reported on to 

any extent, and its reliability as to specificity wants 

further proof. he explanation given bp bright and meid 

is that the fluids of ale ion represent those of an area of 

lowered bacterio- tropic pressure. Such diminution is to my 

mind merely a demonstration of the local absorption of 

anti -bodies bra the virus and I see no reason for supposing 

that such an infection occurs in an area of previously re- 
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duced resibtance or why such an area should exist. But 

whether this diminution adfords a specific test I have some' 

doubt. A case of chronic pleurisy, non -tuberculous in nat- 

ure, gave for .the blood an index of .61, for the pleural 

effusion an indek of.46. Neither the.blood serum nor the 

effusion showed the presence _of _speoifiç _ánti.- tuberculous 

substances as tested by the absorption method described. 

In any case the application to diagnosis is limited to the 

few instances in which such pathological fluids are obtain- 

able. 

The fourth method demands more consideration as the 

principle is simple and requires only one specimen of blood, 

the serum from which is subth tted ts a temperature of 60° C 

for 10 minutes as recommended by Wright and Beid(le). It is 

held that such a temperature practically abolishes phago- 

cytosis tested with healthy serum, iu infected person's 

serum however a capacity for inciting phagocytosis is still 

retained and constitutes a point of diagnostic importance. 

In the paper referred to it is unfortunate perhaps that the 

indices of heated immune sera have been given on a basis of 

healthy persons' unheated controls and the indices of the 

unheated infected persons( sera are not stated. he indice 

of heated sera given are as follows:- 0.4; 0.8; 0.72; 0.1; 

1.0; 0.09;' 0.6; 0.8; 0.4; 0.33; 0.7; 1.7; 0.6, These res- 

ults vary enormously and as may be seen two exhibited al- 

melt complete loss of phagocytosis. This subject has been 

little referred to since but other workers who have tried 
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it do not report on it favoúrably in respect of its constan- 

cy, cf. Fraser (loc.cit). My awn experience with heated 

sera has been very limited, and the abolition of phagocptic 

power from normal serum has not been confirmed. The explan- 

ation has so far escaped me._ This method has not ss far 

attained any general acceptance and one may presume that it 

has been found wanting -in reliability. 

The fifth method on the list has been dealt with at some 

length in recent papers by Stewart and the writer 4loc.cit.) 

and by Fraser (loc.cit), so needs not be discussed fully. 

The pa. ±hers both show the uniform absence of a negative phase 

in normal cases and diseases other than tubercle (Stewart 

and Ritchie) as a sequence to the inoculation of a small 

dose of Tuberculin within the therapeutic limits; whereas 

the negative phase occurs as a feature cf tuberculous cases 

in 100% (Fraser), in 90.7% (Stewart and hitchie)in a larger 

collection od cases). Subsequently extended observations 

by the latter workers bear out the results already reported. 

It -is permissible then to claig for this inoculation metbsd 

la degree of reliability attained spa far bg no other . As a 

,drawback it necessitates estimations made on three success- 

ive days of bloods taken at the same time which :v \ith a single 

(control entails six estimations, but results are more satis- 

factory if the average of two controls are taken. The res- 

ults are asa ntle so distinctive as to leave little room 

for doubt but possible variations in the control may intro- 

duce an element of uncertainty. The phase may show itself 



 

on the second day, i.e. 24 hours after the inoculation, but 

sometimes is delayed or not fully developed, so that three 

successive dayst counts are usually desirable. To eliminate 

the necessity of relying on the controls and to simplify and 

shorten the estimation I have recently adopted the plan of 

preserving the patient's bloods for each of the three days 

and testing them all on the third with the same suspension, 

using the count given by the first day's prior to ?noculat- 

ion as the control. The results have been eminently satis- 

factory but certain precautions should be taken. To prevent 

infection of the older specigens which might reduce the 

count, one should produce a free non of blood in large 

drops so that the capsule may be filled rapidly without con- 

tact with the patient'.: skin. The capsules mu.:t be thor- 

oughly clean and must be preserved in as cool a place as 

possible tc diminiih the risk of bacterial growth in them. 

for example, a non - infected case give counts of 66, 76.5, 

88 for each of three successive days. 'aking the pre- inccu- 

lation count 66 as the control we obtain indices of 1.0, 

1.15, 1.23, a positive phase. An infected person similarly 

gives counts of 67, 45, 73, supplying indices of 1.0,.67, 

1.08, a negative phase lv,it'h subsequent commencing positive 

phase. 

The necessity of-Woculatinn for this method I do not 

consider a drawback, except for. the prejudice to its use 

which it may incite, as the patient need not be in the least 

-inconvenienced by it. 



The margin of error of 9.7% shown in its application 

needs further investigation. Some of these cases precluded 

any possible doubt as to the diagnosis bit the detection of 

the tubercle bacillus. Technical errors cannot be ignored, 

but there is a possibility that these erratic cases might be 

instances cf bovine tubercle infection which failed'to react 

to an inoculation of tuberculin of human origin. This point 

I shall return to later. 

The last method, not on the list, of applying the phago- 

cytic index to the diagnosis of.- infective disease is one not 

previously reported or. It is based on the observations 

recorded in Part I, Section III on a procedure which I con- 

sider enables us to detect the specific anti- bodies influen- 

cing phagocytosis in the blood of infected individualis. i 

have taken the opportunity of putting it to the test as a 

means of diagnosis in so far 11O it sdbances. As. this .outcome 

I feel confident in putting-it forward as a method which is 

not exceeded in reliability by any other, which requires 

but one sample of blood and obviates the necessity for inoc- 

ulation. The results are so distinctive usually as tc leavJ 

no room for dubiety. It demands however a considerable ex- 

pertness in technique if errors from this source are tc be 

avoided. 

After making a large number of comparative tests, the 

procedure Inow adopt and recommend is as follows. ,vne 

makes preparations,as in . Äright's method, of serum of per- 
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fectly control (a single control) and of patient, of leuco- ' 

cytes and bacterial suspension. This last it should be 

specially noted should be of medium strength, giving counts 

of not less than 40 and not more than 7G.ta( 80 bacteria per 

SG cells. The indices are tested in the usual manner. The 

sera have now to be diluted and treated with another bacter- 

ium tc absorb in part the phagocytic active substances of 

non -specific character. My orcginal plan was to dilute the 

sera with saline and add the absorbing bacterium to the test 

suspension. The simplest way which I now prefer is to make 

a thick turbid suspension of the organism in saline and with 

a marked pipette draw up five volumes of it, followed by one 

volume of ser>mm and mix these thoroughly on a glass slide. 

This mixture i.a then tested as wes the untreated serum. The 

pipette should be marked once and for all at two points cor- 

responding to 4 volume and 5 yolumes. the mixtures f sera 
are best all made at the same. time and blown out in order 

on a slide ruled in small numbered squares. To prevent 

epaporation the slide is laid on a couple of glass rods in a 

Petri -dish lined at the bottom with wet blotting paper. Dil- 

utions of 1 in 4 tK 1 in S may give good results, but exper- 

ience has shown 1 in 6 to be the best average proportions. 

*hat organism One uses for the absorption mátter_: not 

at all. For choice one takes an organism which does not 

stain readily and is so distinct in character as not to be 

mistaken in the film for the bacterium tested for. T advise 

using Bacillus Coli for tubercle est mations and Bacillus 
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T'uberculosds for all other est.7mations. Each of these has 

the advantage that they are hardly seen in the appropriately 

stained. f ilm. 

The counts having been made for the normal and fb.i the 

treated sera of the control and patient respectively one 

th'ds obtains two sets of figures which are coppared side by ` 

side. The counts of the treated :sera shcw naturally much 

reduced figures. If the patient's sera gine indice.k as 

against the corresponding control varying but slightly in 

each test, the diagnosis of an infection by the particular 

organism tested for may be excluded. If the patient is 

infected the indek of the treated seruly shows a well marked 

relative rise. The actual amount varies with the technical 

differences ( the strength of the two bacterial suspensions 

in particular) and probably the actual amount of anti -bac- 

terial substance present. Even primarily low indices may 

present a very extensir \,e relative rise, primarily high.in- 

dices rarely do. Table XXY shows a series of tests applied 

in 110 in8tances to cases of tuberculous, staphylococcal, 

and infectimrs as also to a large number of normals 

and diseased individuals not suffering from these infectírrns 

A study of the indiges show that the comparative rise of 

the specific absorftion index mite above the normal indes 

is rarely less than .2 and is usually very striking. he 

lower results were gotin earlier tests before the technique 

was perfected. In thæs column all the cases were undoubted - 

ly infected with the organism tested for. In the second colt 
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umn appear under the heading of Tubercle six tests on four 

cases made at different.times. No. 23 was a case of inocu- 

latEion on the hand and elsewhere secondarily in a man who 

had been infected when .cutting up the belly of a foal which 

had died from tubercle. sos. 26 and 46 were the same case o 

tuberculous glands in the neck (tubercle bacilli in the pus 

tested at different times. This case had shown a positive 

phase after inoculation with tuberculin Fs . Igo. 38 was a 

case of tuberculous hip in a child ihieh had likewise shown 

no negative phase after a diagnostic Tuberculin injection. 

Nos. 41 and 42 were from the same patient at different 

times, a case of very chronic multiple tuberculous infection 

of bones and joints. A tuberculin injection had also here 

resulted in a positive phase. With the exception of these 

cases , which i believe tc be iustances of bovine infection, 

no other tuberculous casés appear in this list. As regards 

the other cases in this second column they were either nor- 

mal or suffering from some disease of other origin than 

the test was made for. Taking the normal cases we find 

slight variations we find slight divergences between the 

two indices never however exceeding .1 in either direction. 

This then we may take as the margin of technical errer and 

it is well within the limit required to substantiate a diag- 

nosis. The variations are for the most part in a downwerd 

directiom which may well be explained by the fact that the 

control possessed abnormallry high average index. he diver- 

gences among the other than healthy tadividuals are sometim s 
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striking, but all in a downward direction when they exceed 

the .1 margin. This is characteristic of severe infections 

and is explained by the fact that sera in such cases fall 

away much more rapidly in their phagocytic power when dil- 

uted with saline (still more so, when, as in these tests,a 

bacterial suspension replaces the saline) than do the sera 

of healthy individuals. 
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APPENDIX: 

Reference has already been made more than once to the 
crigit 

possibility of certain cases of tubercle being of bovine:' 

This surmise first arose in connection with this work on 

its being observed that a small proportion of cases of 

undoubted tuberculosis, did not react to the inoculation 

in the way that the great ma$ority did. It was further 

observed that such cases did not respond to treatment in 

did 
the way that other similar cases under inoculations of 

Tuberculin R therapeutically, this too-in spite of the 

fact that as far as their phagtcytic. index gave evidence 

it was satisfactory. It was also found as a corroborative 

feature that such cases as failed to give a negative 

phase of tuberculin, also failed to give 

any evidence of specific infection when tested by the meth- 

od I have devised. only recently has the opportulíitbeen 

available od applying the test to tubercle bacilli of act- 

ual bovine origin, which seemed to offer the most promise 

as a means of settling what so far could only be a specu- 

lation. 

To obtain the most - information it was decided to test 

three typical cases, one of phthisis ( which is commonly 

admitted to be of human origin) which had given a marked 

negative phase after tuberculin inoculation, a case of 

chronic multiple tuberculosis of many years standing, 

who had failed to sho.N a negative phase but had recently 

been inoculated with tuberculin, and thirdly a case of 

very intractable tuberculous glands-in the neck which 

t 
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when tested some months previously had given no negative 

reaction and had not been inoculated recently. The case 

of phthisis tested previously bg the specific absorption 

method had given a positive result, the other two tested 

in the same way had failed to do so. 

The results of the experiment appear on Table XXVI. 

This shows that the indices to human tubercle were higher 

than those to bovine tubercle in the supposed cases of the 

latter infection, while the opposite was the case with the 

.phthisis patient. As regards the specific indices, it 

was found that the phthisis case had a positive reaction 

to human but not to bovine titercle, wiiile the two other 

cases gave a positive reaction to bovine tubercles As 

was to be expected the case recently inoculated with tu- 

beroulin gave a positive reaction also tc htunin tubercle, 

the other case did not. 

These experiments furnish clear indications that the 

blood reactions to infection with tubercle of human and of 

bovine origin are of a quite distinctive character. If 

the observation is confirmed by further investigation, it 

is probable that we shall here find the explanation of 

p 
etti ents 

the failure to produce improvement in certain tuberculous' 

with tuberculin treatment, and also of the error od about 

10% recorded in the diagnostic reactions to tuberculin 

inoculations in undoubted cases cf tubercle. 
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FIGURES I to VIII. 

TABLES I TC XXVI. 

NCTE. In all these Tables except where specially 

stated, the experiments have been carried 

out by Wright's methed and using a sus- 

pension of tubercle bacilli for the tests. 
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LI Wright's capsule. 
II Porn) of capsule recommended 

aIII Cork fitted to support capsule and cafillary tube. 

4IV iube fór bacterial suspension: 
',V Wright's pipette. 
LVI Form of measuring pipette recommended 

411 Exact size of cigarette paper for spreading films. 
;,VIIIDiagram od smear film showing leucocytic arrangement. 



'FABLE I. 

WELCT OF VARIATIONS IN CONCENTRATIC.N OF LEUC00YTIC SUSPENSIONS. 

Normal Serum + Suspension + iJeucocytic Suspension. Control,_ 

NUN'. 
70 

0.14. 
1. 

" + » + " diluted 1 in 2 with Saline. 54 .77 
» + + » 

1 in S 55 .78 
» » + » + » » 

1 in 4 » » Fib . 94 



TABLE II. 

FEÇT OF VARYING CONDITIONS ACTING ON BLOOD OUTSIDE TEE BODY. 

1.[ormal Person.Blood in incubator 20 minutes Control . 

2. " Blood collected rapidly in glass capsule and centri- 
fuged immediately for 10 minutes 

COUNTS INDEX: 

50 

44 

,1. 

.88 

3:Norm "al rerson.blood in incubator So minutes....... ...... _Control. 62 1. 

4, Î E3 Blood clotted at room temperature 56' .90 

6.Norñíal Person.Blood in incubator 40 minutes...............Control. 
. 101 1. 

6. '" " blood clotted in cold 89 .88 

7,Norñal Person Blood incubated Control. S1 1. 

6. " " Blood collected in capsule run through with Paraff- 
inum Liquidum and centrifuged immediately 19 .61 

Serum clear, yell o<«, some clotting 

3.c;orñial Per §on. Blood in incubator Control. 18 1. 

1 " " blood collected in capsule run through with Paraf:f. 

Liq. and centr. immed. 20 minutes.èo clear fluid 

obtained. Sclid ,blood elements included. 25.5 1.41 

Lìdormai Person. Blood incubated Gontvol. 100 1. 

L " blood collected in. Qlycerinated capsule. Centrifuged 

immediately 10 mins. Seruwnclear, red 95 .95 

I.Normal Person. blood is culated O:ontrol. 
,r' 

)7 Mood collected in Xylolised capsule, centr. immed. 

41 1. 

10 mins. Serum clear, red r^ 1.67 

i,Normal Person. Blood incubated GO minutes Control. f2 1. 

" " Blood coll. in Paraffined capsule.Centr. immed X2.5 .86 

" Blood coll. in Glycerinated capsule. incub. GO mins. 52 .83 

" " Blood coll. in Xylolised capsule. Marked haemolysis. 29.5 .h3 

" " Blood coll. in Chloroformed capsule. 

Marked haemolysis. Diminished amount of serum 42.5 .08 

" " blood coll. in 400 i'ornalinised capsule. 

Serum clear, yellow. Very small in amount 2. .38 

Note_ Specimens 18 to 20 inclusive incubated 20 minutes. 



TABLE III. 

EFFECT OE VARIATIONS IN CONCENTRATION CF SERUM. 

LOUNTX: INüRX. . 

l.Geucocytes + Suspension + Normal Serum ............. . .....Control. 14 1. 

2. " + " + " " diluted .1 in 2 with Saline. 12 .85 

I. 

n + 
is 

+ n rr DD 

1 in 4 DD DD 11 . 78 
9i 

" + " + N n 72 
I. in 8 7D DD 16 1. 14 

71 + DD + )D DD DD 

CJ 
7D 1' i 16 DD n !_? .42 

E,Leucocytes + Suspension + Normal Serum " Control. 42.75 1. 

I, 
" + " + " * diluted 1 in 2 with Saline 37 .86 
" + " + n n DD 

l in 3 n n n 25 .81 
n + " + n " DD 

î in 4 n » 12.25 .28 
DP + n 

+ 
n DD il 

1 in C] " n 644(5 .81 
71 + DP + n n n 1 in 

0 

p » DP 20.5 . 47 
DJ + DP + 7P 72 Dl 

1 in 10 » » 12 .28 
n + n + DP n 

1 in 12 n DD 9 
1D 

21 
" ,+, n + 72 7P n » 

1 in 16 4.5 .10 

).Leucocytes + Suspension + iiormal Seren Control 
P9 

DD 

77 

+ 

+ 

.+, 

DD 

n 

n 

+ 

+ 

+ 

P7 

n 

DD 

D7 

n 

n 

diluted 1 

n 
L 

DD 1 

in 

in 

in 

4 with Saline 

Cf 
DD » 

A " n 

, Leucocytes + Suspension + Normal Serum Control 

" + 11 
" diluted 1 in 6 with Saline 

JJeucocytes + Suspension + Normal Serum Control 

" + " " diluted 1 in 6 with Saline 

JJeucocytes + Suspension *+ Normal Serum Control 
7) + " .+ Diluted 4 in 8 with Saline 

eucocytes + $, uspension + Normal Serum Control 

" + a + " " diluted 1 in 8 with Saline 

Leucocyytes 
. 
+ Suspension + Normal Serum Control 

diluted 1 in 8 with aline 

*Bacillus Coli suspension. 

48 1. 

38 .79 

26 .54 

22.5 .48 

7 1. 

6.5 .92 

35 1. 

35.5 1.01 

45 1. 

36 .46 

49.5 1. 

18.5 .2?` 

68 1. 

%1 .30 



TABLE IVr 

EFFECT CF VARIATIONS IN CONCENTRATION OF BACTERIAL SUSPENSIONS. 

COUNT. . 

Leucocytes + Normal Serum + Suspension tontro1.24 1. 

" + + diluted 1 in 2 with Saline...22.5 co 

7) + 9) )) + 77 7) 

1 iJr. 4 ' " 15 662 

, Leucocytes + Normal Serum + Suspension . .....................Control'35 1. 

+ + diluted 1 in 2 with Saline...14.75 .40 

EFFECT OF ROM TEMPERATURE ON PHAGOCYTOSIS. 

Leishman's ;ethod ibdfied, Flood + Citrath Suspension 

equal parts. 

TABLE V: 

COUNT. INDEX. 

Normal Blood + Citrate Suspension. Incubated 20 mins. at once. 

at blood heat Control. 47 1. 

" " + " Kept 2 hours at room temperature, 

not incubated a 20 .68 

TABLE VI. 

PROGRESSIVE NATURE OF PFAGOCYTOSIS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE. 

Leishman's Method modified, blood + Citrat.E Solution 

+ Suspension, equal parts. COUNT. 

Normal Blood + Citrate Sol. + Suspension. Incubated 20 mins. at once. 

INDEX. 

Control. 12 1. 

» » » + )7 » '' after 12 hrs. 

at room temf... 41 2.41 

+ 
l' after 24 hrs. 

at room temp... 28 .3.16 



TABLE VII. 

.INFLUENCE OF VARYING DURATION OF INCUBATION ON PHAGOCYTOSIS- 

1 -7 Leishman's method modified: blood + citrate suspension, equal parts. 

Ri411VVright's method. Count. MI MS. 
control 4 

h Normal Blood. Incubated 3 minutes,.......Oo ;ltrol.. 18 
» » 10 » 

O 065000.0000.00. 24 
» » 

15 5 71 
.. ».....,.... .....24.5 

1. 

1. 

d 6 1.36 

.62 

.83 
8 .84 

" " " 2O ...............,. 29 1.61 1. 
» » 20 . 097 ............. 25 1.94 1.20 

6. Normal blood. Incubated 20 minutes........Oontrol...14 i. 

1 

» 77 7) 

8. Normal Blood. Incubated 
» » 77 

ll 7, 77 

» 77 " 

77 60 

15 minutes 

30 " 

60 

120 fl 

, ...,...®...,.1 
Control 5% 

................. ti6.5 

77.5 

104 

1.5 

1. 

1.27 . J 

3..49 

2. 

TABLE VIII. 

TiUFLUENCE OF TIME ON ABSORPTION BY BACTERIA OF ACTIVE SUBSTANCES PROM SERA. 

Sera diluted 1 in 6 with B.Coli suspension -in saline. TirDEX. 

L Normal person's serum, used at once] Control. 1. 

» kept 2 hours in moist chamber before use 1.0e 

, Tuberculous person's serum, used at once 1.22 

77 kept 2 hours in moist chamber before ase. 1.3 



TABLE IX. 

SERIES OF THIRTY COUNTS OF TWO CONTROLS COMPARED. 

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. I. 

E, 1. 28 . 78 ` . 90 í 1.2 .A .92 1.02 . 93 .76 .90 .95 1.03 

L1. 1. 1. 1. i. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

B, .95 1.17 .92 .84 .84 .80 .91 .86 .78 .82 .00 

Average. 

9.11, 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. = 1. 

.76 .99 .8 1.09 .84 . 70 ; _ .917 

TABLE X. 

CONSECUTIVE COUNTS WITH STANDARDISED SUSPENSION OF TUBERCLE BACILLI 

Days old. 1 á 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 

Count of A. 50 48 36.75 25.5 40.25 25.5 17.25 7.3 10.5 14.1. 

Count of B. 67.5 40 40 25.25 41 22.6 12.5 '11. 5 11 14.75 

Average of A & b. 58.75 44 28.37 30.37 40.62 24.08 14.87 9.41 10.75 14.45 

TABLE XI. 

COUNTS SHOWING RESULTS WITH CHLOROFORM- TREATED SEBERCLE BACILLI SUSPENSIONS. 

In each bracketed group are shown the counts with the same healthy 

Person's serum over-intervals frequently of several days using for each 

group the same lot of suspension. 

70 67 73 
(t 
18. 25 15 

77 73.5 ( 78 ` 18. 75 32.5 14. 75 

`71. 180.5 04 7 

Pi.5 76. 5 . 
( 61 40. 5 Y 

(39.5 
47 41. 75 

45.5 3.5 
39.75 P8 

5. 75 WAR 



Table XII. 

COMPARISON OF COYtNTS WITH SERUM OF HEALTHY PERSONS OF TWO CONSECUTIVE DAYS 

EXAMINED SIMULTANEOUSLY. 

A. Serum giving .higher count when 24 hours old 

1st. day. 16.5 16 23 
' 50 26.25 18 60 47 80.5 41.75 

2nd. day 15 14 20 48 22 13.5 51 44 75 39.75 

B. Serum giving higher count when fresh. 

íst. dd ay 19.5 30 1.7 13.5 28.5 14.75 32 38.5 1255 114 26.5 70 67 30 

nd. day 21 32 1:8 1 7. 5 33.5 17.75 33.5 46 126 11F 27.5 77 73 32: 

TABLE XIII. 

STABILITY OF BLOOD- CITRATE MIXTURE AS USED IN THE 2nd.MODIFICATION 

LEIS>$MAN'S METHOD. 

dorm.Pers.Blood + Citrate Sol.m #xed at once + SiiSpension 

COUNT. INDEX. 

added at once.Contr. 41.5 1. 

" " + 21 12 11 + 27 
" after 1/2 hr. . 43 1.02 

'" + " " " + --" .." " .1 hr. 46 1.10 

" if " " " + " " " 1 1/2 hr. 44 1.06 
'r, » + " " + " " " 2 hrs. 38 .91 

Aorm.ers.Blood + Citrate Sol.mixed at once + Suspension 

added at once.Oontr. 13 1. 

+ " " after 2 .hrs. 13 1. 

,Norm.Pers.Blood + Citrate Sol.mixed at once + Suspension. . 

added at once.Contr 25.5 1 

T, ,) + fJ 71 )) + n 
'n after 24 hrs. 25 -95 

Aorm.Pers.Blood + Citrate Sol.mixed at once + Suspension 

added at once. Cont r 

17 21 ' 11 " " .afte %1 24 hrs. 

Fii3 

n 2.5 

1. 

1.17 1.1F 

22 
11 4, 22 " 48 hrs. 2P' .71 



TABLE XIV. 

INHEFENT FHAG0CIT0SIS. 

List of Counts from preparations with Saline as- contracted with those 

with Normal Serum, showing 
- relative Index. 

Counts with 

ontrol 

No. 

1. 

2. 

Serum 

89 

55 

Saline 

8 

15 

INDEX. 

.08 

.27 

3. 52 . 5 .12 

4. 56 2 .04 

5. 48 5. .10 

6. 49 10 .2o 

7. 47 21 .44 

8. 42.75 1 .0", 

9. 42 2 .07 

10. 41 12 .25 

11. 28.25 1 .02 

12. 28 17 .44 

13. 36 12 .33 

i4. 22 0 . 0 

15. 25 4 .16 

16. 24 5 .20 

17. 24 9 .A7 

12. 22 20.8 .93 

19. 20 4 . 2 

!0. 20 8.75 .43 

21. 18 9 .5 

22. /8 4 .25 

22. 15 7.3 .48 

24. 14 11 .78 

25. 12.5 1 .08 

26. 12.5 11 .88 

27. 9.5 6 .63 

28. 8.5 4.5 .52 



TABLE XV. 

INHERENT AND SALINE FHAGOCYTOSIS CONTRASTED IN RESPECT OF INFLUENCE 
OF TIME. 

INDICES. 

Control 1. ConL.rol 5. 

i,Leucocytes + 1.b.Suspension + Saline incubated 15 wins. 1. .12 

» + + °° 30 " 1.46 .18 

6, 

» + " + » 60 " 2.76 .24 
+ » 

+ 
ZJ » 120 " 10.92 1.36 

" + " +Serum " 15 " 1. 
" + » + » " 30 " 1.27 

r, " + » + » " 60 " 
1.49 

" + " + » » 120 " 2. 

TABLE XVI. 

NUMBER OF ORGAI`:ISiviS INGESTED rY EACH OF 60 LEUCOCYTES IN A COMBINED 

SUSPENSION OF B- TUBERCULOSIS AND B -COLI. 

Quberc. G 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0 1-1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 4 4 4 5 6 6 

Coli. 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 1 2 2 3 0 1 1 2 3 0 2 2 0 1 2 3 2 6 

;.Tuberc. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 5 

à,Coli. G 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 3-0 



TABLE XVII. 

PRODOCTICN'OF SPECIFIC ANTI- SEBSTANCES IN VITRO BY LEUCOCYTES IN THE 

PRESENCE OF BACTERIA. 

INDEX. 

1. Normal Serum. Control. 1. 

2. Supernatant fluid from immediate centrifuging of mixture 

of Leucocytes and T.B.Suspension, equal parts .02 

3. Supernatant fluid as in 2, but after incubation of mix- 

ture 2 hours at 37° C. .1 

4. Normal Serum, diluted 1 in 6 Frith taline. 

5. Supernatant fluid as in i, diluted as 4. 

Control. 1. 

.11 

6. Normal Serum diluted 1 in 6 with B.Ctli Suspension in 

Saline. Control. 1. 

7. Supernatant fluid as in 3, diluted as 6. .5 

1. Normal Serum + Saline, equal parts. 

INDEX. 

Control. 1. 

2. 
n n + Supernatant fluid after centrifuging mixture 

of Leucocytes + T.B.Suspensio.n, equal 

parts, incubated 9- hours at 37° C. Equal parts. 1.15 

3. 
2, + Supernatant fluid as in ,.but using 

B.Coli Suspension. Equal parts. .87 



INHIBITIVE EFFECT ON FHAGOCYTOSIS` OF HEATED SERA ADDED 

1, Saline. 

2. Normal serum. 

3. Normal Serum heated 1/2 IWWii' at Sal C. 

Normal Serum heated 1/2 hour at 55° C. 

4. Normal Serum heated 1/2 hour at 70 °03 
eáual parts 

{Normal Serum 
heated 1/2 hour at 55° C.) 

5' 

Normal Serum ) 

equal parts 

Normal Serum heated 1/2 hour at 70° C 
6' 

Normal Serum 
equal parts 

TABLE XVIII. 

TO NORMAL SERUM. 

INDEX. 

.02 

Control. 1. 

.21 

.21 

.5 

.70 

.18 

Control 1. 

.08 

.08 

.68 

1. Saline. 

2, Normal Serum. 

h Normal Seroiu heated 1 /2Aat 70° C. 

Normal Serum heated 1 /2ióur at 70° 0.1 

Normal Serum heated 1/2 hour at 55° C. 

Normal Serum heated 1/2 hour at 70° C. 
5' 

Normal Serum 

equal parts 

equal parts 



TABLE XIX. 

EFFECT OF COMBINING HEATED SERUM AT 60° C. i..ITH SERUM TREATED WITH BACTERIA. 
77 77 77 77 " HYDROGELE FLUID 

1, Normal Serum. Control. 

4, ditto heated 1/2 hour at 60° C. 

3, ditto treated with tubercle bacillus powder. 

ditto heated 1/2 hour at 60° C.3 
equal parts 

ditto treated with tubercle bacillus powder. 

77 

INDEX. 

.481 

.60 

1. 

.5 

.79 

N Normal Serum diluted 1 in 4 with Saline Control 1. 

, ditto heated l'!2 hour at 607` C. .48 
.36 

, ditto diluted 1 in 

ditto ai in ìßo.6 
) 

ditto as in No. 7 ) 

4 with Saline Suspension of B.Coli 

equal parts 
) 

. 25, 

.73 

Normal serum. Control. 1. 

Bydrocele Fluid. '' 

Normal serum as No. 3. .60} 
.37 

Hydrocele Fluid 
equal parts .57 

Normal Serum as No. 2. 

Healthy Individual. 

1, Serum untreated + Saline. Equal farts. Control. 1. 

4. Serum heated 172 hour at 55° C + Saline. Equal parts .3( 
.37 

8, Serum treated with tubercle bacillus.+ Saline. Equal parts. .45 

4. Serum heated as in No.2 + Serum treated as in No.S. Equal parts. .65 

Tuberculous Individual. 

5, serum untreated + Saline. Equal parts Control. 1. 

8. Serum heated 1/2 hour at 55° C + Saline. Equal parts. .53) 
. 53 

7. Serum treat with tubercle bacillus. + Saline. Equal parts .53)) 

B. Serum heated as in No.6 + Serum treated as in 1 o.7. Equal parts .92. 



TABLE XX. 

EFFECT CFBACTERIAL TáXINS ON PHAGCCYTOSIS. 

Serum A from healthy person: Serum B from tuberculous person. 
INDICES. 

lests_with_Tubércle Baci11 s. Control 1. Control 2. . 

1. Serum A + Saline, equal parts. 1. 

W.Serum E + Saline, equal parts. .97 1. 

8. ,Serum A + Diphtheria toxin, equal parts. . 71. 

4.Serum b. + Diphtheria toxin, equal parts. .76 .78 

Control 5. Control 6. . 

5. Serum A.+ Saline, equal parts. 1. 

Serum B.+ Saline, equal parts. .82 1. 

7, Serum A + Diphtheria toxin, equal parts. .4 
8. Serum B + Diphtheria toxin, equal parts. .80 .33 

Diphtheria Toxin in strength of M.L.D. = D c.c. 

1. Serum of patient and er treatment with tuberculin 

+ Saline, equal parts. Control. 

8. Serum of same case + Beraneck's Tuberculin 1:100,000, equal parts. 

1. 

.67 
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TABLE XXII. 

NORMAL AND SPECIFIC ABSORPTION INDICES ASSOCIATED WITH INOCULATION 

SEQUENCES. 

Tuberculous Spondylitis 

1 2 2 4 5 Day 

Normal Index........ 1.82 .62 

Specific Index...... 1.29 .87 

Tuberculous Knee 

Normal Index........ .83 .78 .65 

Specific Index...... 2. 3. 1. 

Tuberculous Adeoitis 

Normal Index. .86 .71 .58 

Specific Index...... 1.13 .64 .72 

Tumour on t)orsum of grist 

Normal Index....... 1.1, 1.12 1.95 

Specific Index..... 1.1 1.07 2.21 

TABLE XXIII. 

NOii - TUBERCACLOMIS CASES SHOWING ABNORMAL INDICES 

Tertiary syphilis, .7 

Streptococcal abscess,. 5 

Gonorrhoeal epididymitis, .6 

Trauma, anaemia, .7 

pyema, .6 

Acute arthritis, .7 

Streptococcal abscess, .6 

Congenital syphilis, .6 

Tertiary syphilis, .58 

Acute arthritis, .58 

Florid secondary syphilis, .73 



TABLE XXIV. 

VARIATIONS IN DAY -TODAY INDICES OF A HEALTHY PERSON'S BLOOD TESTED 

AGAINST THE CONTROL OF ANOTHER HEALTHY PERSON UNIFORMLY. 

Blood ófindieidualAst.Seri.ts._ 

Day.. . . . . . ! 1 2 3 4 5 

Index ,96 .78 1.01 1.02 1.02 .79 

Eloöd 'oî' ïndïvi'dual Series,. 

Day i 3- 

2 
! 3 4 5 6 

Indek . 87 . ;;1 
; 

.96 1.12 1.11 1.15 



CASES SHOWING NORMAL INDEX AND SPECIFIC INDEX OF ABSORPTION. 

ERCL E. 
. i 

ad . 
czi a) (1) 

O ca.-IU 
ti.-t idst 1."', 

(1) 
Cr) Ca 

1. Tub. glands. .58' .72 `t.141 

2.Fhthisis. .87`1..32 '+ .g5 

3.5ub. glands .58 .76 f .18 

4.Fhthisis. .42 2.54 +2.12 

5.Tu .glands. .50 .90 + .4 

6.Tub.glands. .64 1.41 + .77 

7. Tub. Kidney. .75 1.16 + .41 

$.Tub.SpondylitiS .84 .04 + .1 

9. ditto .72 152 + .81 

10. Tub. kidney .93 1.53+ .6 

11. Tub. glands 1.22 1.62 +..4 

12. Tub. glands .8 1.36 +..56 

13. Tub. glands .74. 1.40 +..66 

14. Tub. elbow .651 .d6 + .41 

15. Tub. dactyl it is 1: . 02 1.39 + .37 

16. " cystitis .6t` 1.06 -+- .45 

17. Fsoas abL:cess .85 .,/. Q. +^ 15 

18. Tub. kidney .71 4. +;.29 

19.Fsoas abscess .07 .92 + .25 

20. Tub.. kidney .6e) .8 + .17; 
21. Tub.adenitis .82 1.4' + .6 

22. Tub. spondyl itiO .5=2, .8 # .ú7 

23.Tub. osteitis .92 1.4 + .48 

4." glands .96 1.12 + .16. 
25." knee ,83 2 +1.17 

26." adenitis .r0 4. +1.4 

27." .5v 1.5 +. 97 

28." kidney .60 1. + .4 

29." spondyl it is 1.25 2 + .75 

M." caries 
a ..... 

31.Normal ̂ after 

1.22 2 + .77 

.002 T. R. .98 4 +v. 2 

32. Tub. k idney .75 2 +1.25 

33. Normal 48 hrs 

after .002 kg' 

T. R. 1.50 6.24 " + .64 

34. Tub. cystiti ; .fi8 1.28 + .6 

List 2. 

1.Acne 1.05 

2.Healed tub.elbow .78 

2. Normal .82 

4. healed tub.elbow.76 

5. CHro.ric pleurisy .55 

6. " pleur.effus. .42 

7.Diabetes meli. 1.03 

8.Lob.pneumonia 1. 

9.Acute nephritis 1.03 

10.Lob.pneumonia .85 

11. Normal OQ 

12.Trauma knee .89 

12. Acuti rheumatisrril. 02 

14.. Ch. nephritis .56 

15. Subac. nephritis ; .51 

16. kormal 1.03 
1. Normal .84 

18. Normal X1.11 

19. No;imal .86 

20. Normal .91 

21.Acne .75 

22.Acne 1.04 

23. Inoc. tubercle 

hand from foal .R9 

24, iáormal .85 

25.Gumma neck i .55 

26. Tub. adenitis 1.13 .52 

27. iUraemia 11.03 .64 

28. Healed tub. kneel .5Z' .5 

29. Syfh il is ( .64 .5 

30. Normal .81 .71 

31. Tumour wrist 11.15 1.11 

:s2. Normal 
1 

1.01 ,1. 

33.Normal ÍL05 1 

34..Normal .89 .83 

25..Normal 
j 

.85 .80 

36. Normal ( .96 .93 

a) 

H 

TABLE XXV. 

q-4 

. 
G.l 

.84 ;1±.21 

.76 -.02 

.81 -.02 

.72 H.04 

.54 -.01 

.36 -.06 

.75 -.28 

1.87 -.13 

.81 -. f2 

.31 -.54 

.93 

. 77 -.12 

.67 -.35 

. 57 1+.01 

.54 

1.06 +.03 

.86 4.02 

1.04 

.83 -.02 

k.131 -.1 

. 63 r.12 

.90 -.11 

.87 -.02 

.82 -.93 
^,, -.21 

-. 61 *,, 

*; 

co 

-Z OS -ti: . 
-t14 
....1 

-.04 

-.01. 

-.05 

-.06 

-.05 

-.0S 



List 1. 

2R.Psoas abscess' 

36. Tub. adenitis 

3v." adenitis 

38." hip 

89.Phthisis 

40.Phthisis 

41. Tub.pleurisy 

42." adenitis 

43." adenitis 

44Phthisis 

45. Tub. adenitis 

46. " hip 

47. " hip 

48. " hip 

49. Nodal after 

.002 Mg. T -R. 

50.Phthisis 

51.Tub. hip 

52. " adenitis 

53. " knee 

54. " knee 

B. COLI. 

%Cyst iti s 

- . 
.pd , 

rá avi %cs i Ñ' List 2. 

B. 

G 

-t4 

-cs r 
H 

Ord 
P4Ci 

C/1H 

TALE XXV. 

,-a 
GI 

contd. 

1.27 1.47 +.2 27. Acne 

.86 1.13 + .27 38. Tub. hip 

1.18 1.64 + .52 39. Normal 

1.07 1.26 +..19 40. Normal 
.74 1.16 .4? 41. Tub. Ankl e 
.97 

i 

1.43 +..54 42. Tu'b. An ale 
.89 ` 1.22 +..23 43. Acne 
.89 1.48 + .9 44. Normal 

1.2 1.81 45.Arthritis wrist 
1. 1.8 + .8 46. Tub. adenitis 
1.37 1.69 'i +..62; 

1.20 1.80 + .6 

.83 1.22 +.41 

.83 

..98 

1.33 +5 

1.40 ; + .16 

1.44 + . n2 

1.44 ï + .54. 
1.38 + .26' 
1.31 + .48 

1.21 + .37. 

.85 .73 -.12 

.96 .R. -.1.6 * 

.81 .77 -.04 

'1.14 1.13 -.01 

1.20 .0 -.A * 

1.11 .76 -.35 * 

.92 ..-4. -.08 

.95 1- +.05 

.07 .R4 --.13 

1.17 1.15 ; -.02 461 

Cases marked * are cases of tubercle 

believed t c be of bovine origin, referred 

to in text. 

3.93 + .951 1. iaormal 

1 2. tub. kidney 

Staphylococcus Pyogenes. 

1.icne 1.01 1.23 + .13 

2.17urunculosis 1.31 1.71 + .4 

3.Acné .8 1.25 : +..25 

4.Furunculosis 1.05 1.27 + .32 

5. Acne .71 .86 + .15 

S.Furunculosis .67 .91 + .24 

1. Tub. kidney 

1.06 i .96 -.1 

.86 3 .87 +.01 

1.05 -.05 



TABLE XXVI. 

NORMAL AND SPECIFIC INDICES OF CASES TESTES WITB TUBERCLE SUSPENSIONS 

OF HUMAN AND BOVINE. ORIGIN. 

INDICES. 

EIIMAN TUBERCLE. Normal. Specific. 

1. Normal. Control. 1. 1. 

2. Cáse of phthisis. 

a. Case of multiple tuberculosis, recently inoculated 

with Tuberculin. 

..,9lß 

1.24 

1.44 

1.40 

4. Case of tuberculous glands. 1. ? 7 1.15 

BOVIENE THE E BOLE. 

1. irormal. 1. 1. 

2. Case of phthisi.s 1.19 1.1ç 

2. Case of mudti.ple tuberculosis. 1.10 1.44 

4. Case of tuberculous glands. 1.45 


